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Around
campus
V Percussionist Paul Wertico
will be presenting a MasterClass
on Friday, Feb. 7, at noon in the
Rehearsal Hall of the Scheide
Music Center.
V Wertico is also the drum-
mer for the Pat Metheney Group,
and will be appearing Friday
with The College of Wooster
Jazz Ensemble at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
V Mark Schwartz from Ohio
Wesleyan University will be
speaking on Thursday at 4 p.m.
in Taylor 1 10. The title of his
talk is: "The Chair, the Carpet,
and the Astroid; the Island, the
Ship, and the Limacon."
V Xudong Zhang will present
"Specters and Spectables: His-
tory and Politics in New Chi-
nese Cinema" at 7:30 p.m.on
Monday in Wishart Lean.
V SAB's 24-ho- ur trip to Chi-
cago is scheduled for Saturday.
Tickets are available at Lowry
Center Front Disk.
V Tuesday's Clergy Acad-
emy addresses "Renewing Our
Worship Through Our
Hymnody." Janet Parker Huber
will speak at 1:15 p.m. in
Wishart Lean.
V The fourth "Great Deci-
sions" lecture will focus on
"Global Trade and Economic
Growth" as presented by Am-
bassador Charlene Barshefsky.
Please see Foreign Policy Lec-
ture on page 3 for the place and
time of the event.
V Fourth VPAA candidate
Robert Marks will speak on
Monday; full coverage will ap-
pear in next week's Voice. A
preview of Marks appears on
page 2.
WooWeather: this
weekend, chance of snow
showers and flurries over
the weekend, with lows in
the 20s. Temperatures
mav ric into th hicrh 30s
by Monday or Tuesday.
VPAA candidate Douglass proposes change
SUSAN VVITTSTOCK
R. Bruce Douglass presented his
views on Wooster education to 16
students Monday night, during part
ofhiscampus visitasacandidatefor
the position of vice president for
academic affairs. Douglass is cur-
rently the dean of the faculty in
Georgetown Col lege at Georgetown
University. He answered several
questions during the evening on his
ability to make the transition from a
large university to a small liberal
arts college. "I think it's not going
to be easy." he said. "Frankly, part
of my purpose here is trying to fig-
ure out if this makes sense."
Douglass was candid in respect to
independent study at Wooster. "I
think it is at this point one of the
strengths of this institution. I'm not
convinced, however, that I.S. in ex-
actly the form it is is the last word,"
he said. "One reason I think that is
that it is a large commitment on the
part of the faculty. ... My second
worry is I think I.S. prepares people
better for graduate school than pro-
fessional school."
He said he would like to engage
the faculty and students in a conver-
sation on the issue. "If we think that
the vast majority of Wooster stu-
dents are not going to go on to gradu-
ate school, if we assume that, con-
vince me that I.S. serves that person
who isn't," he said. He said perhaps
I.S. should be for some and not for
all, but "That's just a speculation.
We should constantly be asking does
the curriculum fit the needs of the
institution now?"
Another area Douglass was asked
to comment on was faculty research.
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R. Bruce Douglass addresses students and faculty on Monday night
SGA funding event leaves groups content
New funding meeting arrangement easier on senators and group leaders
DAWN PACKER
The first half of SGA funding ran
smoothly on Wednesday evening.
Before the process began. Treasurer
Sarah Kruse '99 explained the new
meeting procedure: once the motion
to address funding for a group was
introduced, the group's rcpresenta-;iv- e
had three minutes to agree or
object to the amount approved by
SGA's Funding Allocation Com-
mittee, and then FAC had one minute
to respond.
"This is the third year I've been at
FAC meetings," said Renee Grogg
97, representative for Pueblo de
Esperanza, "and this is the first year
I didn't feel friction between the
groups and the FAC ... I was very
impressed with the changes."
He proposed the need for "some-
what greater scholarship productiv-
ity" from the faculty. He said the
current teaching load "is incompat-
ible with a serious scholarly agenda,"
and that he "would want to fiddle
with teaching loads, and that might
mean somewhat larger classes." He
also suggested streamlining the com-
mittee system in order to free up
more time for faculty to pursue aca-
demic research.
Douglass said he believes in hav-
ing a diverse faculty. "Ideally, I
think it's achieved through normal
hiring processes. Unfortunately, it
does not tend to get done through
normal processes and sometime af-
firmative action becomes necessary.
I am prepared to take that step," he
said. He said he finds the presence
of only eight tenure-trac- k African-America- ns
out of a faculty of 350 at
Georgetown to be unacceptable. He
stated he is suspicious of loose defi-
nitions of minorities, and "To be
honest, I don't feel as strongly about
other groupings thrown in under the
definition of diversity."
He also answered questions about
incorporating multiculturalism and
issues of diversity into the curricu-
lum. "I think inescapably, higher
education in this country is going to
be Eurocentric," he said. "The rea-
son is that the faculty have been
trained in a Eurocentric curriculum.
At this point in time, most of the
faculty at any good institution will
be. I don't have any problem with
that, in principle." He went on to
say, "I think the way I was educated,
which was not only predominantly
but exclusively Eurocentric, was
limiting."
Most groups expressed satisfac-
tion with thedecisions. The Men of
Harambee received $700 requested
by the Dream House program. The
two groups plan to co-spons- or a
"Bootstompers" event, and the FAC
opted to minimize transactions by
allocating all funds to one of the
groups.
This point resurfaced when the
meeting continued on Thursday
night. Senator Jennifer Penrod '00
stated that Harambee's application
had been turned in after the deadline
and that they had been asked to
make revisions, then motioned to
re-exam- ine their funding.
Senator Patrick Watts '99 agreed.
"I don't think it would be fair," he
said. "Other groups should have
been looked at first." He expressed
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He believes that "any educated
person should have a reasonably
informed encounter with another
culture," but he has found that "the
tendency today is really to trivialize
culture, sort of a dabbling." He
would want Wooster students and
faculty to take a multiculturalism
course requirement very seriously.
"I don't want it to be done in a
superficial way. If I have a choice of
it not being done at all or being
superficial, I'd pick the former," he
said.
In reference to the College's cur-
riculum in general, Douglass said
concern thai some groups had been
shorted funds although their appli-
cations had been turned in on time,
citing as an example the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes, which re-
quested $220 for transportation and
was granted $ 1 20 by the FAC.
Kruse noted that the FAC had
requested more information, but the
FCA did not get back to them until
the Wednesday funding meeting.
Kruse said that Harambee had
been the last group considered for
funding and that "the second appli-
cation was amazing." Head of FAC
Jim Morse '97 clarified that FAC
"wanted a more elaborate break-
down so that we could explain to the
Senate" the specific programs for
which funding had been requested.
Senator Jim Pruce "98 said. "I
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"One of the questions that needs to
be addressed is whether it's time for
a thorough review and revision of
the curriculum. My own convic-
tion, based on 20-so- me years of
teaching, is that's something any
institution dedicated toquality learn-
ing needs to do. My sense is that has
not been done for a long time here
and that is something that should be
done."
Douglass stated that he didn't
please see GEORGETOWN
DEAN ON PUBLICITY AND
THE MERITS OF I.S., page 3
think you guys need to trust us (FAC)
a little bit on this instead of looking
for an issue that's not there."
"You can't look at the money just
for the face value." said Member-at-Larg- e
Sabiqah Muhammad '99.
"You have to look at the importance
of the event."
Morse concurred. "BexMstompers
are going to benefit a lot more people
than taking 20 people on a ski trip.
If you think we're caving in to pres-
sure ... you're wrong."
Senator Richard Anderson '99
made a motion to override the rules
and reconsider Harambee's fund-
ing. After the vote was taken, pass-
ing 11-4-- 0. SGA President Steven
please see FUNDING.
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News Briefs
NATIONAL- -
The 12-mem- ber jury of the OJ. Simpson wrongful-deat- h civil trial
handed down a verdict of guilty this week. The jury held Simpson liable for
the death of Ronald Goldman and charged thai he committed battery against
bis ex-wif- e. Nicole Brown Simpson. The Goldman family was awarded
S8.3 million in compensatory damages. The Brown family did not seek
damages. The jury will return Thursday to consider possible punitive
damages for the GoMmans and the estate of Nicole Brown Simpson. Unlike
in the criminal case, the jury did not have to Find Simpson guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt, it had only to prove that there was a preponderance of
evidence against him. The judge. Hiroshi Fujisaki. was much less tolerant
of publicity than criminal trial Judge Lance I to. Fujisaki also ordered that
the defense could not use race as a major issue, as it did in the criminal trial,
because it was too speculative and inflammatory. New evidence and
evidence inadmissible in the earlier trial was used. A series ofphotographs
of Simpson wearing shoes of the type that left bloody prints at the crime
scene was produced. Simpson denied owning such shoes and called the
initial picture a fake. When the plaintiffs produced an additional 30
pictures, he stated that he did not recall ever owning shoes of that type.
INTERNATIONAL
Serbian President Slobodan Milosovic announced today that he would
reverse his decision to annul the Nov. 17 vote that gave the opposition
victories in 14 of Serbia's 19 largest cities, including the capital. Belgrade.
The annulment sparked daily protests that Milosovec was unable to control.
The reversal followed the recent abandonment of Milosovec by key
supporters and the application of intense diplomatic pressure. Opposition
leaders warned they would not call off the protests until the government
loosened its grip on the news media, allowing it to cover the protests and
gi ve the opposition a voice. They also said they wanted democratic reforms
which would allow fair competition in the fall Presidential race. "The
conditions for ending the protests, besides honoring the electoral results of
Nov. 1 7. include the prosecution of those responsible for stealing votes and
beating people ... and a liberalization of the media. said Zoran Djindjic.
an opposition leader who will be the new mayor of Belgrade if the
opposition victory is honored.
This week. 73 Israeli soldiers were killed when two CH-5- 3 Sikorsky
transport helicopters collided in the darkness on their way to the Israeli
security zone in Southern Lebanon. Although area weather was bad at the
time of the crash, it was not believed to be the cause. It was the worst
military aircraft disaster in Israel's history; the country has not mourned as
many dead since its 1982 war in Lebanon. An investigation was under way
by an inquiry committee appointed by Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai.
The Israeli Army has maintained a buffer zone in Southern Lebanon since
1985. and Hezbollah, a Shiite Muslim militia also known as the Party of
God has waged a constant guerrilla battle against the Israelis.
The elections held on Feb. 3 in Pakistan resulted in the following:
Nawaz Sharif of Pakistan Muslim League led a landslide victory over
deposed prime minister Benazir Bhutto of People's Pakistan Party,
whose government was dissolved by President Farooq Leghari on
charges of corruption. The third contender of the elections. Imran Khan,
former captain of the Pakistani cricket team, failed to become the third
political force of Pakistani politics as he did not win a single seat in the
National Assembly.
Compiled by Allen Ward and Lubna Zuberi. with information
from the Sew York Times and other public sources.
Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who know survivors of sexual
assault. For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Marian Cropp
Richard Figge
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Shi la Garg
CanoH Meyer
Marv Young
Hygeia 15319
Gault Alumni Center x2I66
Kauke 238 x2307
Kauke 7 x2371
Kauke 8 x2256
Tavlor 106 x2586
Westminster Church House x2398
Kauke 132 x2347
Students may also contact the College counselors at
23 19 or the' Campus Minister at 255S. to report an
assault, contact the Wooster Citv Police at 9-9- 11
i emergencies or 2f--333- 3. or Security at x2590
Hygeia hosts health fair
JAMIE MAPES
On Thursday. Hygeia will resur-
rect the bi-ann- ual health fair, last
seen on campus in 1993. According
to Mindy Albright, health fair coor-
dinator, the educational extrava-
ganza was not held in 1995 due to
her own maternity leave. "We are
very excited to get the health fair
back on track." said Albright-Accordi-ng
to Albright, the health
fair is an opportunity for students to
receive a large amount of informa-
tion about health related issues in a
short period of time.
--Students are able to test their
own knowledge and learn new
things. There are also things stu-
dents can do to measure their own
level of health. she said.
The fair, which will be held in the
Lowry Center lobby, is the largest
Hygeia has ever put on. with 39
different groups participating. "We
have everything form the Aids Unit
of the Richland Hospital to a
hypnotherapist. There is definitely
something for everyone on campus."
said Albright.
While most groups will be exhib-
iting all day. Albright did say that
some organizations, such as the
Emergency Squad, will only be on
hand for part of the day.
Students will be able to visit a
variety of displays on topics such as
stress release, eating disorders. Lai
chi. hypnotherapy and child abuse.
There will also be plenty of freebies
Guarasci
SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Richard Guarasci indicated his
withdrawal for consideration for the
position of vice president for aca-
demic affairs to Wooster President
Hales late last Thursday night.
Guarasci, who is currently deaa of
Hobart College and a professor of
political science, will be accept-
ing the position of provost and
professor of political science (ten-
ured) at Wagner College ia New
York City.
"We are sorry he dropped out, but
at the same time we recognize this
was a particular opportunity for
him that really matched his inter-
ests and also some family and per-
sonal matters." said Larry Stewart,
chair of the faculty search com-
mittee.
In a letter addressed to Stewart.
Guarasci referred to Wagner's simi-
larity to the college he and his wife
attended as undergrads. both in stu-
dent composition and locations, as
well as to the faculty at Wagner's
commitment to implementing "a
new curriculum exploring urban citi-
zenship and civic professionalism
within a comprehensive liberal
from the pharmaceutical companies
and on campus groups.
Many groups are bringing inter-
active displays, which will, for ex-samp- le,
allow people to measure their
body fat. ear drum movement or
blood pressure. Also, a massage
therapist will be giving mini mas-
sages.
"If the health aspect is not enough
to motivate students they should
know that we will be giving out door
prizes every 15 minutes. said
Albright. Many local businesses
donated the prizes, which Albright
finds to be "unbelievably nice."
"I just hope that this will give
students the opportunity to talk with
people in different health fields and
find out what is out there. said
Albright.
Allison Wilmot '00, a member of
SADD. feels it is important that her
group participate because "students
need to be reminded about being
health conscious in all areas. Sure,
people remember to take their vita-
mins, but not driving after drinking
is just as important as taking that
Centrum.
Albright hopes that the students
who choose to come will learn about
all facets of health, both physical
and mental. "College is a tough time
to stay healthy and we are hoping
that the health fair will point some
students in the right direction.
Any questions should be directed
to Mindy Albright in Hygeia at ex-
tension 2319.
now Wagner provost
arts core."
Guarasci wrote that his decision
was based solely on a particular ca-
reer choice, and expressed his re-
spect for Wooster faculty and stu-
dents. He stated, "The students were
the best I have ever met at a liberal
arts college. They mirror the faculty
and staff ia their commitment to the
highest standards of learning and
community."
Stewart said Guarasci had been
very candid about his participation
in another search, so his decision to
go elsewhere was not a complete
surprise. "We always knew this was
a possibility, but we thought it was
important to bring in the strongest
person despite the fact we might
lose them." said Stewart.
"I think it's also fair to say this is
a person we are very glad to have
introduced Wooster to. He is some-
one very involved in higher educa-
tion." Stewart said.
In his letter. Guarasci indicated
an interest in promoting Wooster.
"Everything I have learned about
The College of Wooster will lead
me to proclaim it as one of the very
best undergraduate colleges in the
United States. I w ill do everything
Next VPAA
possibility
SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Robert B. Marks, former execu-
tive vice president and dean of fac-
ulty at Whittier College in Califor-
nia, Will be the fourth candidate for
vice president for academic affairs
to come to campus.
Marks wrote that he believes the
major responsibilities of the chief
academic officer have to do with
curricula matters and "ensuring that
the faculty is the strongest and most
accomplished one possible.
He described his leadership sty le
"as being consultative, and the
closer any issue is to areas within
the faculty's purview (such as the
curriculum), the more consultative
I am. Simply put, I believe in
building consensus." He wrote that
--ticsupports shared governance and
that "Openness, accessibility, hon-
esty, and integrity also facilitate
effective shared governance."
Marks commented on the need
for a vice president to bring dis-
tinction to the College. "I am an
internationally recognized scholar
with major publications, and I bring
extensive administrative experi-
ence at a private West Coast liberal
arts college. And just as I brought
additional distinction to Whittier
College, so too do I think I can help
The College ofWooster distinguish
itself further," he wrote.
possible to further its standing in
higher education." he wrote.
The other candidates who have
visited the College are Barbara
Hetrick, vice president of the Mary-
land Independent College and Uni-
versity Assocation, and R. Bruce
Douglass, dean of the faculty in
Georgetown College at Georgetown
University. A fourth candidate,
Robert B. Marks, professor of his-
tory and former executive vice
president and dean of faculty at
Whittier College in California, will
visit Wooster on Sunday, Feb. 9,
through Tuesday, Feb. 1 1 .
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it's
too dangerous." Atashi said he had
hope for the future of Israel and
cited the currently advanced trade
relations Israel is making with Tuni-
sia. Oman. Qatar and Morocco.
The "Great Decisions" lecture
series is held every Tuesday evening
from 7:30 until 9 p.m. at Gault Re-
cital Hall in Scheide Music Center
until Feb. 25.
constraints require that "most ofyour
resources should be invested in tra-
ditional disciplines because they
represent the establishment of
knowledge."
In response to a question regard-
ing student involvement in the ten-
ure review process, Douglass said,
"I don't think students should be
involved," comparing the review of
professional scholars by students to
that of surgeons being reviewed by
You Can Qualify To Receive
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Foreign policy lecture
DANIELLE BUCKIUS
The phrase "might means right"
was brought up repeatedly at Tues-
day night's lecture, "Searching For
Peace in the Middle East." Zeidan
Atashi clarified by stating that, in
the Middle East, "if you are not
strong, you cannot stay there."
Atashi is a member of the Israeli
Knesset, the legislature of Israel. He
is also host of a weekly Israeli talk
show called "Panorama."
Atashi is Druzian and began by
explaining the history and basic te-
nets of his religion, an offshoot of
religion. About eleven million
people in the Middle East are
Druzian, ninety-si- x thousand of
which live in Israel. Most Druzian
societies arc based in Syria, Leba-
non and Israel.
"Reincarnation is our franchise,"
Atashi joked of the first of thebasic
beliefs of Druzian religion. He em-
phasized that "we are very loyal to
the land, country, state or govern-
ment within which we live."
Atashi said problems begin when
groups of people begin searching
for their own state, 'if each reli-
gion, nationality or ethnic minority
were to seek its own state," Atashi
stated, "this world would be wit-
nessing bloodshed for the last six to
seven thousand years."
Atashi then discussed the con-
flicts in Lebanon between the Chris
Volunteers
share more
than 'Just'
Desserts
Georgetown Dean on publicity
' continued from page 1
know much about the first-ye- ar
seminar program. He said he was
only comfortable saying, "I think
some kind of special education ex-
perience for freshman is good."
Interdisciplinary departments
were discussed, and while Douglass
believes that "some of the best stuff
takes place in interdisciplinary
coursework," he felt that budget
tians and Muslims, and in Cyprus
between the Muslims and Greek
Christians. He likened the present
problems in the Middle East to the
conflict in Northern Ireland. The
Middle East, Atashi said, "should
be the cradle of coexistence. It has
never been."
Tolerance for other religions is
something that Atashi says the
Middle East has always lacked. "The
Middle East has not experienced
tolerance. You either have to be
strong or subordinate." He stated
that problems arise when religion
mixes with politics. "When any
religion is used as a cover for politi-
cal aims, the people using it become
completely blind and senseless."
Atashi recognizes the common
perception of the Middle East as
being a war-tor- n danger zone. Atashi
admitted. "The Middle East is un-
predictable and the people are un-
predictable." However, he ended
his talk with an' invitation. "I hope
some of you will visit Israel and not
avoid it because you may think
Lots of exciting things
happen as Katherine
Smith '00 and Julie
Zeller '00 discover
fascinating facts about
Wooster Volunteer
Network and small house
programs.
There were student
representatives from
seven program houses at
Tuesday's Just' Desserts
program. They made
brief presentations on
their program houses,
explaining how they are
run and what is expected
of members.
WVN as well as local
charity groups provided
more background for
interested students, as
well as some snacks to
keep everyone hyped .
about volunteering.
lay people.
He went on to say, however, that
"I think there should be input from the
students. That's very important." He
said that student evaluations and let-
ters should be considered.
The topic of garnering national
recognition for the College came up
in the discussion, as it had for the
two previous candidates.
"I think Wooster has a tendency
to be understated in presenting it
I want
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and the merits of LS.
self, Douglass said. In a way,
that's a virtue. Higher education is
getting to be a little like selling auto-
mobiles." He said that creating
policies "which encourage the fac-
ulty to gain respect at other insti-
tutions" would help the national
reputation, as would working to
attract more students from other
areas besides Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Michigan.
Douglass' stance on Greek life
Credit Cards imediately- -
P0 BOX 468432,
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was also discussed. He said his
main source on Wooster's Greek
life' is his daughter, who graduated
from the College in 1992. "I think,
especially in a place like this where
the wider community does not offer
a lot of social opportunities, there is.
a certain value to Greek organiza-
tions," he said. "However, I also
think that it would be a shame if the
social life here were dominated by
Greeks."
1005 OUARAHTEEDI
ATLANTA, GA 31146
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Severance
KELSEY COLV IN
The construction on the Sever-
ance Art Building has sparked great
speculation on the campus concern-
ing possible future remodeling and
construction projects. This specula
tion is well-founde- d for the college
is now following a carefully dev ised
twenty-yea- r study of facilities and
plans to make many positive changes
in the technological and structural
organization of the campus. The
plan began with the construction of
Luce Hall, followed by the Flo K.
Gault Library for Independent Study,
and now the Severance Art Build-
ing.
The Severance Art Building,
which has served as the hub of the
art department since its first renova-
tion in 1 973. w ill become the Ebert
Art Center, featuring large galleries
and improved studios for all areas of
artistic study. The most drastic dif-
ference in the structure of the Sever-
ance Art Building is the newly added
north wing, containing storage
spaces, seminar and lecture rooms
and the new galleries. The building
will house new I.S. studios and of-
fices for departmental instructors.
Deborah Hilty, secretary of the col-
lege, said that the Ebert Art Center
"will be done in time for studio and
art history to move in for classes in
the beginning of the fall."
The next two projects under ne-
gotiation involve transforming Frick
Hall into a unified science' library
and then a complete renovation and
modernization of the laboratories
and technical facilities in the Sever-
ance Chemistry Building.
Currently the art department is
boused in Frick Hall. Frick served
as the school's library until Andrews
Council rejects seat reduction
SUSAN LEEM
On Tuesday. Campus Council re-
jected the membership committee's
proposal to remove six seats from
the voting body. The motion failed
7 to 12. However some council
members believe the issue should
be further discussed. Council Chair
Domed Wyche 97 said. "Council
is ia the process of getting the ball
moving again" by exchanging ideas
oa the members' Listserv:
Ayesha Bell '97. Chairperson of
the Membership Committee, at-
tributes the proposal's failure to the
confusion created over the discus-
sion of the Inter-Gree- k Council seat.'
Some Council members questioned
the rationale behind what made the
organizations' seats that were pro-
posed for removal (SG A, WVN, and
SAB) any less valuable than other
organizations.
Professor of Religious Studies
Chuck Kammer, who voted against
the proposal, said, "I'm looking for
and more
Library was built in the early 1960s.
According to Vice President for
Development Sara Patton, when
construction is completed on the
Ebert Art Centcrand the Art Depart-
ment has evacuated Frick. recon-
struction will begin to convert the
building into the new library. When
construction on Frick is finished it
will become the Timken Science
Library in Frick Hall, including the
books currently housed in Sever-
ance Chemistry.
Once the science library has been
completed and the books have been
removed from Severance Chemis-
try, renovation will begin on that
building. Patton speculates that the
renovation of Frick will begin in
1997 and will take at least 15 to 18
weeks.
It is essential that Frick is com-
pleted before Severance Chemistry
is started: the Timken Science Li-
brary will lessen complications of
the then-displac- ed chemistry depart-
ment by allowing them a compre-
hensive and accessible hoard of spe-
cialized information.
At the moment, plans for Frick
Hall and Severance Chemistry are
still in the fund raising stage. Hilty '
explained that "the board has a pol icy
of not approving the beginning of
construction until the money is in
hand." Patton also stressed the fact
that the schedule for construction
"depends on our ability to have the
funds in hand before the project goes
to bid."
There has been a slight problem in
fund-raisi- ng for Frick and Sever-
ance Chemistry in that both project
costs were initially underestimated.
Frick was first estimated to cost
approxiamtely $ 1 .8 million and now
looks to cost around $3.2 million.
the principle ofcoherence in remov-
ing SAB & WVN. I don't see one
in keeping Greek life instead of
WVN and SAB." He mentioned
IGConly to impress the committee's
failure to provide a clear explana-
tion of their motives for selecting
the particular seats for removaL He
feds that if the worth of the WVN
and SAB seats to Council is not
distinguished from that of an orga-
nization such as IGC the seats should
not be cut. Thou gh the IGC seat was
never proposed for removal, IGC
representative Jim Morse '97 de-
fended its value. They represent a
special and significant groupon cam-
pus," he said. He too opposed the
Committee's proposal.
In order to preserve the second of
the two SGA seats on Council and
the at-Iar- ge seat, SGA President
Steve Penrod '97 proposed a hostile
amendment to the Committee's pro-
posal. The amendment suggested
the removal of four seats instead of
six. excluding an SGA seat and the
in twenty-yea- r construction plan
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Severance Art in the midst of refurbishment. Frick Art and Severance Chemistry are next on the list
Severance Chemistry was estimated
to cost $8 million but, although the
project has not yet gone to bid, now
looks to end up being closer to $9J
or 10 million.
Both Patton and Vice President
for Finance and Business William
S noddy attribute a large portion of
the buildings costs to the require-
ments made by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
concerning ventilation systems.
Snoddy pointed to the building re-
quirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Act and updated fire
codes as contributing to the cost of
at-Iar- ge seat. Justifying the advan-
tage ofsparing the two seats, Penrod
said, "By removing both seats we
are reducing the power of the stu-
dent body which is most affected."
The amendment failed 4-13- -2. -
Opposing the removal of all six
seats, SGA Vice President of Stu-
dent Affairs Amer Malik 97 said
"Reducing the size does not make
this body a more efficient -- one."
Malik brought up the issue of the
workload being already too heavy
for Council members and believes
the load would be greater with less
members.
Reacting to the vote and meeting
as a whole Wyche said that "what
was done in Council was not a move
in favor of community but a move in
favor of individuality." According
to Bell, the Membership
Committee's proposal should not
be discussed further at next week's
meeting. The committee will recon-
vene and settle a new proposal for
the meeting on Tuesday.
8B8ri
9e
toe
renovations as well.
There is a common misconcep-
tion that the funds for these con-
struction projects are allocated from
student tuition. Tuition money goes
into a general operation fund which
involves all financial expenditures
necessary just to keep the College
running. Capital funds, those over
and above the operating budget, are
used in construction projects.
These funds are usually gifts from
individuals, companies, or founda-
tions. According to Snoddy, the
major donor for the construction on
Severance was the Ebert Founda- -
Funding
continued from page 1
Penrod '97 brought a parliamentary
procedure detail to attention: in or-
der to make such a constitutional '
amendment, the approval of two-thir- ds
of the entire Senate is needed..;
not merely the-membe- rs present
The motion required 14 votes to
pass; consequently, Harambee's
funding remained at $2075.
. No representative for Ujamaa at-
tended the meeting, and the group
.
could therefore receive no funding.
The senate motioned to transfer $100 :
of Ujamaa's granted $900 to the
FCA account in order to fully fund
the ski trip van rental, and the re- -;
maining $800 will remain in the
SGA budget Ujamaa may attend
next week's SGA meeting to obtain
the remaining funds.
The budget was approved at a
total of $9620 before the meeting
adjourned.
'.Y:v-- 'l
tion. Robert Ebert is a member of
the Board ofTrustees and his family
has past ties with the Rubbermaid
Corporation. Snoddy also reported
that the major contributor to the Frick
Project is the Timken Foundation,
which is tied to the Timken Steel
Company.
Patton, Hilty, and Snoddy all hope
that these next few steps in the
twenty-yea- r study will be completed
by the year 2000. If this is the case,
then students who attend Wooster in
the next century will be provided
with even greater facilities than are
currently available.
LibraryACS
Training
Schedule
Feb. 10-1- 3
Monday Introduction to
Microsoft Word
4-5:-30 p.m. Taylor 209
Tuesday FTP in Depth
1 1 a.m.-1- 2 p.m. Taylor 209
Tuesday Word Processing
YourLS.
4-5:- 30 p.m. Taylor 209
Wednesday Usenet News
4-5:- 30 p.m. Taylor 209
Thursday Introduction to
Microsoft Excel
4-5:- 30 p.m.-Tay- lor 209
Please call x2244 to
registerfor all classes
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Wooster Insight
The cream of the crop
It's been said that familiarity breeds contempt and, in this case of the
institution of Wooster and the student body's view of it, this phrase seems
to ring true. Complaints are hurled at everything from the administration
all the way down to the soggy pasta in Lowry. The college community
appears to be made up of grumbling dissenters. Dissatisfaction may strike
even the most optimistic of hearts, but how often do we hear ourselves
commenting on the positive things that Wooster has achieved?
While criticism is certainly a necessary tool for a I iberal arts school, a new
perspective on the state of affairs tends to reveal some of things that we, as
a school, have done well. Take for instance the recent VPAA candidate
Richard Guarasci. In a letter he sent to to the VPAA search committee chair,
after accepting a position at another institution, he described Wooster as
"one of the very best colleges in the United States." He had only positive
comments on his visit and what he observed, saying that he will "do
everything possible to further its standing in higher education." These
would be unlikely statements were they to come from a student. As an
outside observer, Guarasci seems to think we've been successful in meeting
the goals we set out to achieve. It takes an outside perspective to see this
occasionally. Then we realize that criticizing ourselves for what we do
wrong is just as vital to the well-bein- g of this institution as is commending
ourselves for what we do right.
And it started out so well...
SGA's new funding procedure worked remarkably well. Groups apply-
ing for funding were interviewed before the meeting so that questions could
be asked and revisions made, and by the time this week's Big Funding
Meeting rolled around, most of the groups were satisfied if not thoroughly
pleased by FAC's distributions. Congratulations are well in order. And yet
... When left to themselves, the SGA members managed to squabble away
their building respect with their impressive displays of self-consciousn- ess.
Were they overcompensating for the infamous funding fiasco of last
semester by granting Harambee all but $75 of their requests? Or by
motioning to revise that amount, were they unfairly making art example of
Harambee even though it was only one of several groups to turn in a late
application? Possible. Or maybe SGA was a little more concerned with
their publicity than their responsibilities. Or maybe all the details of
parliamentary procedure are overwhelming and are certainly not as impor-
tant as, in the words of one Senator, "pushing a political agenda to get this
organization in hot water." No one can deny that priorities are confusing,
but surely our student leaders can be among the first to face the fears.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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College talks out of both sides of its mouth
student criticizes administration for double talking
I am writing out of concern with
regards to a problematic issue that
appears to have become a consistent
contradiction in the mission and
values of The College of Wooster.
The college promotes itself, and has
come to be regarded, as an institu-
tion that aspires to provide an edu- -'
cation under the socially conscious
ethic that is articulated on the first
four pages of the college catalogue.
While the college has attempted to
remain true to these ideals, there are
several disturbing examples that I
have been aware of in which the
administration has been, and con-
tinues to become, a victim to the
very problems that it professes to
confront for the sake of it's students
and the larger college community.
More specifically, while the admin-
istration seems to retain a strong
commitment to providing students
who need general or economic as-
sistance with programs including
financial aid, the application of these
projects have come up substantially
incomplete.
A pressing issue is that of the
selective nature offinancial aid trans-
fer to off-camp- us abroad programs.
Cheers to the Funding Allocations Committee
During the Funding Allocations
Committee (FAC) meeting last se-
mester, I was frustrated to say the
least. After the meeting, I was
encouraged to see student involve-
ment in getting recommendations
to the FAC and trying to improve
the process.
This semester, I think the FAC
Letters
It is a clear contradiction in priori- -
ties in the fact that financial aid is
only transferable to specific off-camp- us
programs, thus significantly re-
stricting the travel opportunities of
those students that find themselves
in need of financial aid. Specifi-
cally, the college has actively or, by
way of it's policy, passively denied
aid in the past to many students
interested in programs to Asia, and
is now in a similar position with
students interested in participating
in the Antioch program to Bodh
jGaya, India, among others. Ironi-
cally, it happens to be a part of the
world from which many of our own
international Students come. With
an endowment of well over a hun-
dred million dollars, it would seem
that this is a consideration that the
administration should investigate
and consider. While there is an
urgent aspect to this situation, there
does need to be a serious reevalua-tio- n
of these policies and others that
bring into question the ethical im-
plications of Wooster' s character.
Although these standards have been
thoroughly preached, it has been
unable to be put into practice due to
did a great job of answering the
concerns of students. The funding
request forms had clear guidelines,
I felt I was treated with respect and
flexibility and I think that other
groups received the same treat-
ment.
The FAC has made a real effort
to be consistent with funding and
severely inadequate rationale. With-- t
out spreading the subject too thin,
my guess is that this type ofanalysis
would unearth many more relevant
topics to be confronted in the inter-
est of the college as a whole.
I do consider Wooster to have a
unique commitment to humanitar-
ian causes, but it is also critical for
students as well as faculty to remain
vigilant with regards to hypocritical
practices by the administrative bu-
reaucracy. In this context, this letter
is not meant to challenge the admin-
istration nor to divide the student
administrative relationship, but
rather bring to awareness some cru-
cial circumstances that any respon-
sible leadership, especially one that's
foundations are rooted in these im-
portant universal ideals, would in-
stinctively and carefully address
in the interest of a dialogue. Perhaps
a response in the Voice might help
to clarify and explain the reasoning
"and rationale behind the
administration'sconfusing stance on
these issues that directly affects so
much of the Wooster student body
on so many levels.
Erik Bloom '97
to make this whole process "user-friendly-."
This doesn't mean that
the meeting went smoothly, nor
does it mean that there isn't room
for improvement. However, on
behalf of student groups on this
campus, I am grateful, excited and
impressed by the changes that have
been made.
Renee M. Grogg '97
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This college feigns diversity
I am reluctant to write about rac-- .
ism; it is quite a buzzword on cam-
pus, and I avoid such things with
great effort.
Dawn Packer p
buzzword-statu- s
of race that amazes me. I am
one of those sheltered people who
never had much reason to think about
racism until I left for college, but not
because I had never encountered
anyone of a different color. Quite
the opposite: in my insulated bubble-worl- d,
whites were barely a major-
ity, and most of them were the first
or second generation to be born in
the United States. No circle of
friends matched according to ethnic
background, and I could not imag-
ine life in a more homogenous set-
ting.
Intellectually. I realized that most
other children did not go home after
school with their friends for somosas
and milk and that most families in
this country know more about the
Ten Commandments than the Five
Pillars. What I didn't realize was
that it mattered.
Until, that is, I arrived on
Wooster's campus, where the great-
est dreams of diversity pale (pun
fully intended) in comparison to my
class photos. I moved into a dorm
where, on the entire floor, one per-
son was not white and one was not
Christian and met with a First-Ye- ar
Seminar class that wasentirely white
and Christian. Discussing tolerance
and diversity in such a group was a
bit difficult to take seriously.
One member of the class sug-
gested during a discussion that
blacks in this country should return
to Africa if they didn't like the con-
ditions here. I had. of course, heard
rumors of such ideas but had previ-
ously chalked them up alongside the
tales of ouija board horror told at
seventh-grad- e sleepovers. I won-
dered whether this person would
consider rowing back to the appro-
priate area of Europe when it all
became too much for him.
Early this fall. I called a friend
from high school to see how her first
week at college had gone. The only
part of the con versation that remains
with, me was her observation that
"People here notice what color I
am. I find myself wondering now
why it was that my best friend and I
tended to get funny looks when we
went places. Was it my leather
jacket and his trenchcoaU as I'd al-
ways assumed? Or was it the fact
that our skins didn't match?
Maybe that's the way it really is.
and maybe I will never again find a
place where skin color only matters
when you are buying sunscreen. I'm
glad I had the chance to be ignorant
of prejudice. I will not forget, and I
will not approve of any other way.
Dawn Packer is the News
Editor of the Voice.
Get it while you can
I do not have anything to say to
those of you who are members of
fifteen different organizations and
Adrianne Zofchak
make studying a priority. I am
talking to people, like me, who
think those activities are optional.
After four years here there are a lot
of things be
sides- - cap and
gown measure-
ments that I
wish I had not
missed. At the
risk of sound-
ing frighten-ingl- y
middle- -
"For anyone NOT born
with a twenty-fou- r karat
gold spoon in their
mouth, college is, well, a
golden opportunity."
aged I am go-
ing forge ahead and lecture against
the apathy of the college student.
For anyone NOT born with a
twenty-fou- r karat gold spoon in
their mouth, college is. well, a
golden opportunity. Of course a
nice inheritance does not negate
the value of a good education. The
point is, after this most of us are
out there trying to do the real-lif- e
thing. Whether or not it is easier
or harder here in our pampered
cubicle of isolation it is a com-
pletely different experience from
anything else we may ever encoun-
ter. MAKE THE MOST OF IT.
At our age we love living life to
extremes. If
you get drunk
you want to feel
it. You want to
be the star on
the games field.
Consider what
you are doing
here. Four
years out of
fifty is nothing. It is four years of
opportunities being thrown in your
face. DON'T BLOW IT. Once it
is over you have to make your own
chances.
Adrianne Zofchak is the
Illustrator for the Voice.
Thoughts on Coca-Col- a, corporations, and consumers
Shopping smart and humanely locally can make a difference globally
The Coca-Col- a commercial re-
cently filmed on campus brought
enthusiastic reactions from some
Bhavana Mody
Kathleen Reynolds
tudents and faculty, but also re-nind- ed
us of the influence of cor-
porate America in Woostcr and
hroughout the world. The com-nerci- al
is only a small example of
iow corporations effect our daily
ives. from the seductive power of
idvertisements. to the conve-uenc- es
of modern life, to enor-nou-s
influence over government
o!icy , to consumption of limited
latural resources.
As individual consumers, we
lave enormous power. This is
iccompanied by a responsibility
o spend our money and use that
ower in humane and effective
a ays. We need to educate our-elv- es
and make informed choices
onccrning what we purchase and
hy we purchase it. Here are some
camples of corporations that use
ur money, their profits, in ques
tionable ways:
Proctor and Gamble, the mak-
ers of toiletries and household
products like Ivory. Prell. Pert.
Tide, and Cover Girl, use over 2
million animals a year in cruel
experiments. These tests are com-
pletely unnecessary safe alterna-
tives are available to prevent the
loss of animal life because of hu-
man cosmetic ideals.
CoDrs Cor--
p o r a t i o n .
which also pro-
duces Zima
and Killian's
Irish Red, is
one of the larg-
est dumpers of
hazardous
waste in Colorado. They have
been caught polluting underground
springs w here toxic chemicals con-
tribute to illness and death. Past
owners of Coors have also allowed
KKK meetings and cross-burnin- gs
on the corporation's property.
Nike Corporation. Van Heusen
(maker of men's shirts). The Gap.
and the Disney corporation oper-
ate sweatshops, especially in Latin
America and Asia. Workers toil in
hot. crowded, poorly-lit- . some-
times disease-infeste- d conditions,
often for as little as $4 a day. Al-
though the laws of some underde-
veloped countries permit these
conditions, the practices are in
obvious violation of basic human
rights principles.
Shell Oil. a subsidiary of Royal
Dutch Corporation, has a horren- -
dous record in Nigeria that they
may soon extend to Peru. In Nige-
ria, they drilled for oil on the land
of the indigenous Ogoni people,
ravaging their natural environ-
ment. In Nov. 1995. Ken Saro-Wiw- a
and eight other Ogoni activ-
ists were executed for opposing
Shell's operations. Now Shell
wants to begin drilling on a
rainforest area in Peru, also inhab-- .
"About Women"
open auditions Wednesday, Feb. 12
signup on Freedlander call board no preparation required
movement actresses needed wear comfy clothes I
aproduction ofthe women's theatre collective
Questions? MaruxaX 4204 Julie X 3528 KariX4152
ited by uncontacted indigenous
people. Although sometimes it is
hard to connect our personal ac-
tions to the practices of these cor-
porations, in reality consumers do
make a difference. Just this past
week, Pepsi Corporation pulled its
operations out of Burma, a coun-
try with a notoriously repressive
military dictatorship. This action
came in response to consumer boy- -
'Coors Corporation, which alsoproduces Zima and Killian 's Irish Red, is one
of the largest dumpers of hazardous waste in Colorado. They have been
caught polluting underground springs where toxic chemicals contribute to
illness and death. Past owners of Coors have also allowed KKK meetings and
cross-burnin- gs on the corporation's property. yy
cctts and protests, many of which
were initiated by college students!
So. what are some ways we can
act as responsible consumers?
First, considerconsuming less over
all. A basic principle of the envi-
ronmental movement is to reduce
consumption, since our natural re-
sources are diminishing due to our
enormous rate of use. You can
also buy from smaller businesses
instead of purchasing from higcor- -
porations.
For example, the Wooster Co-
op, located on the corner of North
and Grant, offers many alternative
products. Write letters explaining
your views and expressing your
concerns to corporations whose
practices you dislike. Finally,
don't invest in these corporations,
and encourage institutions, like the
College of Wooster (which invests
in,, among other
corporations.
Royal Dutch
Shell and
Disney) to do the
same.
. So. the next
time you run to
Walmart or
Drugmart for
some laundry detergent, or stop
for gas on the way out of town,
take time to think about the im-
pacts of your actions and buy, or
don't buy, accordingly!
Bhavana Mody is a columnist
for the Voice.
Kathleen Reynolds is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
Wanted:
Incredibly creative, Terribly opinionated
Writers
Call now! Limited offer only!
Call Julie at x-35- 28
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Blackmail: thru
So I was having dinner with two
of my neighbors last Tuesday down
on Crack Alley. The food wasn't
Meredith Pangrace
ready when I got there, so I offered
to go out and get some wine. Since
I'm four months away from being
legal, I asked the other roommate to
come with me. Not that it really
matters. High school kids are known
to go through Dino's and not get
carded.
We pulled in, ordered a thirteen
dollar bottle of wine, and the man-
ager who was waiting on us asked to
see some ID. I looked at my friend
and she mouthed the words "I'm not
twenty-one- ." I was like "Oh, shit."
So we immediately told the man-
ager we'd be right back with the
woman who was cooking. She was
twenty- - three or something. But this
answer wouldn't do for the man-
ager. He pushed the secret button
that closes the metal door so you
can't drive through. He made the
cars behind us pull out. He trapped
us in there. We got scared. He then
started telling us that he was going
to call the cops and I would go to jail
for six months and have to pay a fine
of thousands ofdollars. I didn't know
really what the law was at that time.
New day dawning: reforming the Douglass program
Freaks! Geeks! Weirdoes!
Dweebs! These are commonly
heard expressions found in every- -
Nate Strickler but . they
are also
found on campus. What are they
referring to, you may ask? Most
commonly they refer to the resi-
dents of Douglass Hall, home of
the Humanities and Sciences Pro-
gram.
There is a stigma about
Douglass that permeates
the campus, but that the "The
residents of the program anyone
are hoping to modify wearing
with new implementa-
tions shirt.which should
change the view and cre-
ate a surge of new applicants.
Last semester Betty Rea, direc-
tor of housi ng, wanted to move the
program to Andrews or Stevenson
because of the decrease in appli-
cants.' She thought that this would
make the program more competi-
tive and make people work to keep
the program alive. The residents
spoke out. There were interven-
tion meetings to talk about the fu-
ture of the program. The number
of students that attended impressed
Ms. Rea, and she decided to keep
the program in Douglass for at
least another year provided they"
change the program and have an
He said this could happen because
of the attempt alone. I believed him.
He asked for a college ID and- - my
driver's license. I gave it to him
because I was scared. Then things
started getting weird.
The manager said he would make
a deal with us. He would refrain
from calling the police if we would
do two things for him. One spend
the thirteen dollars on other mer-
chandise from the drive-thr- u. Since
" don tknow ifI even dealt with the situation in the best way, but I know at this
point, I drather pay afineand spend the night injailthan to have this same thing
happen to another woman, and result in her being in a dangerous position."
we had enough copies of Jugs and
Hustler at home, we got thirteen
dollars worth of Snapple and ciga-
rettes. Second, the manager said I
had to come down and do two hours
of "community service" work for
him at the drive-thr- u on Saturday
night. I told him I had to work my
own job then, and could I do it at
another time, during daylight. He
said no. It had to be a time when he
was there. This was very sketchy,
but I just wanted to get out of there
at that point. I said O.K. I asked for
my IDs back. He said no. I'd get
them Saturday. I explained that I
increase in the number of appli-
cants. Now the pressure is on the
residents to make it a more invit-
ing community for the entire cam-
pus.
Why the decrease in applicants?
Well, there are a number of rea-
sons, but the most notable is the
stereotype on campus of Douglass
residents. I remember visiting here
as a prospective last year and hear-
ing my host tell me that I did NOT
Douglassites are notfreaks nor weirdoes, but rather people who are no different than
else on campus. I have yet to see evidence ofa higherper capita black trench coat
population, nor have Iseen any evidence ofSatanic rituals, and Jonly own one black
The residents are unfairly judged as 'freaks because they live in a special program. "
want to live in Douglass because
"only freaks live there." When I
received my housing applications
in the summer, I remembered those
words and decided against living
there. I applied to first year living.
Luckily, when I arrived on cam-
pus, I had forgotten those words
and decided to keep an open mind
as I met new people.
The further I got into the school
year, the more I realized I liked
Douglass because it has a politi-
cally active (hey, Chelsea Clinton
was going to stay here as a pro-
spective), intellectually stimulat-
ing environment. The Douglassites
needed them for the library, to drive,
to cash a paycheck. He said the
option would be going to jail. I
agreed, and he opened the doors.
We went home, had the other room-
mate go out and get wine some-
where else, and ate dinner. I tried to
laugh at the whole incident at first-- how
funny it'd be when everyone I
knew would roll through Dino's that
weekend and see me in coveralls,
scrubbing the concrete or something.
Ha, ha. But inside, I was a wreck. 1
couldn't sleep that night. I felt some-
thing about this whole incident was
wrong. I had no idea what this man
was going to make me do there Sat-
urday night. I felt like what he was
doing should be even more illegal
than what I did. I felt like we were
trapped, harassed, even blackmailed,
because he was holding my IDs. I
wondered how much trouble I real-
istically would have been in if I told
him to go ahead and call the police.
I wondered if he made these kinds of
"deals" with all the underage people
that drove through, or just the attrac- -
are not freaks nor weirdoes, but
rather people who are no different
than anyone else on campus. I
have yet to see evidence of a higher
per capita black trench coat wear-
ing population, nor have I seen
any evidence of Satanic rituals,
and I only own one black shirt.
The residents are unfairly judged
as "freaks" because they live in a
special program.
Now, Douglass is trying to
change its image. I know that the
cynics reading this article right
now think that this image will never
change. With the advent ofsecond
semester, the program elected new
leaders and there will soon be a
restructuring committee. This
committee will work on merging
some of the various committees.
One of the problems is that there is
not enough of an academic focus
on the sciences and humanities.
The charter's miss.ion statement is
to create a better dialogue between
the sciences and humanities.
Lately there has been a complaint
that the program has lost its focus
tive yOung women he felt wouldn't
give him any trouble, ones he felt he
could take advantage of.
The next day, I had a male friend
call the police station to get advice
as to what I should do. Needless to
say, they did not approve of what
was going on, and said I would prob-
ably get fined if I filed a report, but
it would be minimal due to the cir-
cumstances. I also talked to a friend
of mine that is a social worker and
familiar with the courts. He agreed
that this was not right. I was very
fired up and angry by that evening,
and I don't know if this was the right
thing to do or not, but I called up the
drive-thr- u and talked to the same
manager. I told him I had talked to
the police and to lawyers and was
ready to take him to court. He in-
sisted that he had permission from a
judge to deal with underage custom-
ers in this way, but after he realized
I was very serious and stubborn, he
backed down. He told me that since
I was such a "nice girl," he would
shake hands and give me back my
due to the overabundance of com-
mittees. Members of the program
have to stretch themselves too thin
to join all of the committees.
Currently, there are seven sepa-
rate committees: programming,
socialspecial events, historian,
Douglass Community Service,
sunshine, newsletter and recycling
with two ad-ho- c committees, tu-
toring and technology, that might
later become permanently written
into the charter. As it stands the
program is a melting pot of. vari-
ous majors. Residents hope to
increase outside participation by
bringing in guests to speak on top-
ics as diverse as sexuality (Feb.
17, 7 p.m. shameless plug) and
computerized education (last se-
mester).
There needs to be an attitude
adjustment on campus in order to
give the program the respect it
deserves. Hosts and tour guides
should not tell their prospectives,
"Don't live there. They are all a
bunch of freaks." First years are a
large percentage of the program,
IDs if I did not pursue the issue.
Surprised? I wasn't. I went down,
got the stuff back, and he insisted
that my friends and I keep doing
business with him, and that if I see
him the next time I drove through, to
smile and wave.
So this letter is to not keep my end
of the bargain. Please do not go
there, especially ifyou are an under-
age woman. I know he is doing this
to other kids. I don't know ifanyone
has ever gone to do the work for
him, but I wouldn't want anyone to
have to eyen go through what I went
through. Yes, I was wrong. I should
have made sure I was with someone
legal. And I don't know if I even
dealt with the situation in the best
way, but I know at this point, I'd
rather pay a fine and spend the night
in jail than to have this same thing
happen to another woman, and re-
sult in her being in a dangerous
position.' It scares me that this man
is taking the law into his own hands
like this. Yes, it is convenient, and
they have the best selection of beer,
but just imagine those scary metal
doors closing down on you and a
large man approaching you to make
a deal.
Meredith Pangrace is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
and stereotyping on the part of
students cuts down on the number
of first year applicants to the pro-
gram. Consequently, there are
fewer applicants and this means
that there are people living in the
dorm that never applied to the pro-
gram. Of course there are going to
be first years who don't feel com-
fortable with the program who did
apply to it, but the prospective
applicants do not need to be dis-
couraged on the basis a few
opinions. Stereotyping is
the most dangerous element
in society. There is abso-
lutely NO TRUTH in ste-
reotyping. Be careful. The
next time you express a ste-
reotyped view, you may of
fend one of your classmates, who
is a part ot the Humanities ana
Sciences Program.
Nate Strickler is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
"Race and the American
Judicial System in the
Wake of the Simpson
Verdict"
The 1 st discussion of the Luce
group
Thursday 9-10p- .m.
Luce Formal Lounge
Students, faculty & staff
welcome
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The glorious glamour of Gala
More than a darn good time, its reality's best escape
! i.'c i i" I w i!L w i:h
.i s '.- -n; n-- .- .- -I r:li! I r un the
iinTiicn: enter these halls ol
hiehvT le.irmn. we bcjrin to shed
mr LhilJhHH.l m.'tit'iiN f fjjih and
We are told that, despite our Sun-Jj- y
School illusions. God does not
exist. Man was not formed from his
hands, but rather naturally selected
from among the apes for his oppos-
able thumbs and sense of innova-
tion. Man was not put on earth to
serve God, since man's existence is
purely a function of evo--
lutionary biology. Real- - Enter
ity: there is no higher pur- - nA nnv
Wl7l thee learn that no one is
perfect, that our fathers
and mothers have been wrong and
are ignorant. Just because we work
hard does not necessarily mean we
will get ahead, and just because we
study does not mean we will pass. If
we are flunking, it does not mean
that anyone necessarily cares, and if
we want to talk to a professor, we
have to make the appointment. We
could waste away and die, and al-
though people might be sad, they
would get over it. Reality: we don't
matter all that much.
r
International
Job Skills
New professional aLA. in InSer-nartnn- al
Aflato or Inarimrihan
Studies prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
environmental studies
public health
O government
international organizations
international media,
busmen '
Learn valuable analytic skills
from rconomks and the social
Complete this intensive muld-dbdptin- ary
degree in 12 to 15
inanthc, while Irving in a fasci-
nating international cay.
FrmdMaSh.
Graduate School of
iNTEXTiATJOttAL STUDIES
Coral Gabies. FL 33124-301-0
305-284-417- 3; Pax: 305-284-44- 0$
NewUrXi
hep-yww-w mi mi edugsis
TV tTJNTVERSITYCFMSffil
We find our td.it p.iriies are nol
irlamoroiiN ufl.ms where people ex-ch.in- L'e
".'lib pleus.miries. but rather
happen in smoky basements or
packed lounyes. Beer ends up in our
hair, up our nose, and in sticky
puddles under our feet. We find out
that the col lege social life is not only
small-tal- k, it is drunken small-tal- k,
and even that basically with people
who are looking for somewhere to
spend the night. Reality: being
sociable is basically being drunk.
We notice that the people we
idolized in high school for their per-
fect hair and perfect clothes now
-
Winter Gala. Enter love, glamour, romance, still
numhor nf fhtnov thnt hnvo nnthmv tn fin
reality of OUr College lives.
look like everybody else, complete
with unkempt hair and ragged jeans.
Our illusions of natural beauty are
completely destroyed; we see people
first thing in the morning, and we
know what they look like without
zit cover-u- p. Sometimes we actu-
ally wake up next to these people,
and then not only do we know that
they are not that good looking, we
also know that we can say "I love
you"andnotmeanit. Reality: "Love
Story" is a story.
Next week in
FEATURES
Special
Valentine's Day
Pull-ou-t:
love sound: ' v : l c
your very ia . ii :
topic! Could
for anything v. r
As always, your
favorite section
comes FREE with
-
' your Voiccv
Reality. It isdilfieult to live with
and impossible to avoid, it is a fact
of life, and yet it is dif ficult nol to.
yet sick of it. Sometimes after a
week of reality, a long week of real-
izing the absolute worthlcssncss of
life and our lack of significance, it
would be nice to escape. Rather
than living another weekend with-
out illusion, we would kill to go
back to childhood, back to illusion,
and most of all, back to fantasy.
Enter Winter Gala. Enter love,
glamour, romance, and any number
of things that have nothing to do
with the reality of our college lives.
We are
at
Wooster,
certainly
aren t in
Kansas anymore; life goes from dank
sepias to Technicolor. It is playing
dress-u- p in a way it we have never
before played it; it is prom with the
tongue firmly in cheek. It is a glit-
tering soiree, Wooster style, right in
the cafeteria where we are used to
dealing with the reality of limp let-
tuce and pasty cream cheese. It is a
transformation not only of Lowry
Center, but a transformation of ev-
erything we have grown used to
being used to.
Gala: Just a pain in the neck
Not worth the effort, even for the scrumptious cheesecake
JULIE THEISEN
The Winter Gala. Well, I suppose
I am opinionated enough to flat out
say that I am not the greatest fan of
the infamous Winter Gala. Last year,
-- 1 watched every woman on my hall
run around showing off dresses,
picking out the appropriate shoes,
and tracking down that pair of long
lost nylons. I got caught up in the
hype for about twenty minutes, but"
then I found that even if I look nice,
I still hate wearing dresses. I think
there is a small population out there
that understands my pain.
The other pai n happens to be find-
ing a date. Even though I believe
that going stag to this event is as
normal as attending dinner alone, I
do sense an urgent rush to pick-u- p a
man. About every ten minutes after
Winter Gala's date is announced, all
you really hear is: "So, are you go-
ing to the Gala? Who's your date?
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO
WEAR?! The most annoying ques-
tion is still: "So why aren't you
going?" I don't want to be that one
hostile kid in the comer ruining ev-
eryone else's time. I would prefer
my remote control, my comforter,
and my floor.
By the way, I am justified in my
Gala brings everyone together.
College is filled with cool func-
tions like jazz concerts and classic
films, but usually turn-o- ut is poor.
Not so at Gala. It's one of the only
cultured events that also attracts the
un-cultu- red crowd. We can see faces
that we've never seen before, since
the baseball hats finally come off.
That alone is worth dressing up for.
This affair might be the only party
all year where we can fox-tr- ot while
sober, the only time we will go out
dressed to the nines and ready to eat
cheesecake. The whole thing is
silly, but it is silly at its most
sublime. We are Ginger Rodgers
and Fred Astaire, ecstasy in vel-
vet, our melody drifting from the
comments, for I made a graceful
five minute appearance last year. I
think the Big Band made me Really
Scared. I understand Big Band mu-
sic is not everyone's first choice,
but it is definitely my last choice. As
a co-work- er told me: f.I just didn't
find the groove.' Must have either
been the high heels or the nylons
that were not letting me bust a move
to the music. Otherwise, it could be
because I have no rhythm. Either
way, the whole thing was just not
my scene.
There were a couple ofhigh points
on the evening. I almost had a mild
cardiac arrest when I saw Lowry
Dining Hall look so elegant (my
compliments to the Lowry employ-
ees). Even better, within all of the
elegance was really good cheese-
cake. I had to have a piece before I
ran out. I highly recommend mak-
ing a social appearance just for the
desserts. Ifyou so choose to make a
social appearance for the dessert,
you are allotted the time of twenty
minutes for your pre-Ga- la prepara-
tions. If you take more time that this
allotment, you may find that it was
not worth it. You simply do not stay
long enough to beautify any longer.
I guess that the Winter Gala could
be an attempt to resemble the ben
LL
photo by Danielle Coppola
What could be sweeter?
rafters like the palest of wines. On
the night of Gala, we are the kind of
adults we wanted to be when we
werechildren. Weglitter. Weshim-me- r.
We float. We are stars, and the
night sky shines on us with benevo-
lence.
There is nothing wrong with real-
ity. There are causes that need our
help, there are sections that call out
for us to share their Beast, and there
will always be sex without love.
These things are reality; these are
the facts of life. These facts, how-
ever, slide away on the thick frost-
ing that caps the night of Gala, and
for one night, our worries disappear
into the welcoming breeze.
efit dinners that we will all be at-
tending when we are world leaders.
The only difference? We do not
have to pay the $500 per plate fee. If
our careers demand our attendance
to a benefit dinner, I believe the
Winter Gala has some training perks
for you. You learn how to dance with
strange people to a variety of music.
You learn to tell everyone you know
how wonderful they look and how
long it has been since you have seen
them last. Lastly, you will have prac-
tice at dressing up and not spilling
the desserts all over yourself.
I do not mean to deter those who
have not attended Gala or have a
grand time. I do feel that the experi-
ence is worth a try. Maybe you can
bust a move with the alumni or even
stare at Lowry Dining Hall in amaze-
ment for a few hours, but I just find
that spending four hours getting
ready to go to the Gala with some
man I picked up on the street in
desperation is not for me. Maybe I
will make my typical five minute'
appearance in an attempt to over-
coming my cynical attitude, but for
now, I will say that I am not a fan of
this event If you are a fan, all the
more power to you and have a piece
ofcheesecake for me. Or maybe I'll
see you in the dessert line.
YMCA Camp Jewell Cdebrook, CT. 06021
1 f A I A
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Observing the Ramadan tradition ! On the subject of:
Muslims and mm- -non ' -- v.;.- VmW W-- i -- ;:. ,y 1 --j. ...iiviusums just, piuy
JMES KOLI.KR
All across campus, people have
been getting up at 6 a.m.. only to eat
and return to their coy covers. Dur-
ing the day these same people are
absent from meals as they spend the
day finding inner peace instead of
eating. In the evening, they stake out
Mom's Trucksiop.. often caught in
deepprayerortheologicaldiscussion.
This weekend wraps up the ob-
servance of Ramadan, the Muslim
month of religious dedication.
Ramadan is one lunar month, run-
ning approximately 28 or 29 days.
During those days, Muslims fast
from sun-u- p to sun-dow- n, gathering
before and after the fast to feast and
pray together.
In Pakistan, where Bilal Zuberi '99
is from, men get up in the morning,
break the fast with their family in a
ritual called the fujr and go to the
masjid to read to Qur'an and pray.
According to Zuberi, the city or town
restaurants shut down during
Ramadan. "No food place is allowed
to be open and food is not allowed to
be stowed openly." said Zuberi.
At the end of their day, people
gather in a ritual called the aftar in
which they gather to break the fast and
say special prayers. Aftar tradition-
ally lasts one-and-a-h- alf to two hours.
Praying is a key part of Ramadan,
being one of the Five Pillars of Is-
lam. Zuberi feels the importance of
Ramadan is the individual growth it
fosters. "You feel more obligated to
pray and not to swear. It's a part of
the year I look forward to."
Being in Wooster poses several
problems for practicing Muslims.
Bilal said that as a Muslim here, "you
are the outcast if you are fasting."
Here. The extra hour that Muslims
gain fro not eating lunch is spent in
photo by Elizabeth Rundorff
Breaking the fast: a nightly tradition at Mom's
prayer or reading the Qur'an.
Critics of the College's recogni-
tion of the Muslim holiday focus on
the meal credit at Mom's. The Mus-
lim Student's Association sends a list
ofpeople observing Ramadan to Din-
ing Services, which in turn switch
the students' dining priveleges to
Mom's. There they can get up to
$10 worth of food, since the stu-
dents must plan for two meals at
once. The staff at Mom's complained
last year when people came in during
the day to get food, then returned to
use their credit later at night
Not all Muslims observe
Ramadan in the same way. There
are several degrees of dedication to
Islam that are followed. Lubna
Zuberi '99 said that in. order for
Ramadan to have its intended effect,
"you have to believe in it whole-
heartedly." She continued by ad-
dressing other people who might not
follow the traditions in this way. Lubna
said, "Some people really fast, some
are half-hal- f, some eat their meals."
However, Muslims who do not ob-
serve the fast are not looked down on.
One does not have to be Muslim
to observe Ramadan. Since the fast
ing requires strong willpower, the
benefits are often spiritual as op-
posed to physical. Anoopa Advani
'99, of mixed Christian-Hind- u reli-
gious heritage, has been fasting for
most of the month. Advani wanted
to support her friends who were
fasting. She has gained much from
fasting, especially observing others
whqdid it for spiritual reasons. "It's
pretty admirable in that way," said
Advani. The fasting lasts for only a
month, but the benefits are timeless.
The tradition of Ramadan is very
old, but the modern times and tech-
nologies have kept up with it. Since
there is not a nearby mosque, this
poses a problem for students. Mus-
lim days do not follow a clock, but
rather the lunar calendar. Therefore,
students on campus must find alterna-
tive methods so that they can deter-
mine whether the new moon has
passed and the moon can be seen. A
few Muslims on campus scour the
internet for information regarding
the dates of fasting and pass it on via
e-m- ail to others. When this occurs
it is called the eids of Sha'abn, or
beginning of a new month, signify-
ing the end of the month of Ramadan.
Summer Jobs in New England
Exciting employment opportunities working with youth ages 8--16 in Con-
necticut's finest resident camp. Seeking specialist in waterfront, sailing,
riding, tennis, volleyball, rock climbing, crafts, music, danceand Wee
tripping. Also have positions forcounselors and village directors. Promise for
an experience to last a lifetime; work with great friends, and enjoy plenty of
fun, while spending your summer in "the foothills of the Berkshires."
Representative of campus Wednesday, February 2nd.
Stop by and visit Paul and Kim in the Lowry Student Center.
Camp Jewell is an equal opportunity employer. Contact us at:
203-379-27- 82
IP
EILEEN IMADA
iversity
At Wooster 1.33 percent of the
student population is AsianPa-
cific Islander. When I return home
to California in the summer and
roughly 30 percent of the com-
munity is Asian. Am I more di-
verse here than there?
If diversity is defined in the nar-
rowest sense, white is not diverse
and minorities are, then Wooster is
1 5.54 percent diverse. Ifthatisthe
case, can diversity at Wooster be
improved simply by recruiting
more minority students?
I took a cab from Hopkins Air-
port coming back from spring
break last year. After asking me
whether or not I liked school, the
driver began telling me about his
own college experience as an in-
ternational student. In the pro-
cess, he made some frank com-
ments about whites and minori-
ties. Was it because I was young,
a sympathetic-lookin- g female, a
minority or all three?
A few weeks ago, Sarah Fenske
asked me if I was interested in
writing a series about diversity at
Wooster.
"In what sense?" I asked.
"The good and bad. Is Wooster
Send
more Ji-.c- t t riar . ;iimk .'"
Diver- - n issues iv'ii k settle on
college ea:npuscs like an amoeba-lik- e
blob, re-.urtav.-i- ni: hen ailmin-istraiiv- c
candidates are interviewed
or w hen speakers come to campus
for special events. The rest of the
time students write essays, read
eighty-plu- s pages of text or wile
away the hours in lab: it all depends
on the major. Or they earn money.
Or they swim, run and cross-trai- n.
Or they recuperate during the down
time.
A more perfect world would en-
able students to achieve academi-
cally, athletically and socially,
but still leave time for them to
consider "more serious issues"
outside the confines of a Wooster
classroom.
Rather than trying to write an
article every week on diversity,
covering racial diversity one week
and geographic diversity the next,
I wanted to conduct a series of
interviews discussing those issues
and more. As a pseudo-conversatio- n,
an interview might instigate
dialogue that wouldn't exist other-
wise on campus. And perhaps, in
between the business, encourage
more thought.
Mo
A PERFECT GIFT
On Valentine's day,
flowers say it best!
Apple Creek Hearts & Flowers
8 1 E. Main St. (Rt. 250 east of Wooster)
Apple Creek, OH 44606
698-232- 3
Greeks get their say
A Beta explains thejoys ofGreek lifefor those not in the know
CHRIS JONES
--You couldn't pay me enough to
be Greek!" This thought that many
independents have muttered at one
point or another highlights one of
the best thi ngs about I i fe at Wooster:
if you don't want to be Greek, you
don't have to! It is difficult, how-
ever to find a Greek on this campus
who will negatively assess his expe-
rience as a member.
Greek life has a long and proud
history at Wooster. A strong local
tradition has evolved since national
organizations were outlawed in the
early part of the 20th century.
Since these local organizations
graced the halls of the seven
tions of Kenarden Lodge, their
members have played integral roles
in every aspect of student life at
Wooster.
Many of the school's most suc-
cessful and prominent alumni, in-
cluding Chairman of the Wooster
Board of Trustees Stanley Gault
and Dean of Students Ken
Plusquellec. are products of
Wooster's clubs and sections. With
anti-Gre- ek sentiment growing in this
day and age. it is crucial to remem-
ber what these groups have meant
to both its members and the school's
history.
Zcta Liz Hallcnbcck '99 says be-
ing a member of her group has helped
"build character and enhance lead-
ership skills." Being involved in a
club or section has given all of its
members opportunities to become
leaders and gain valuable experi-
ence in group dynamics.
Jeff Bumiller '98 claims that be-
ing an Omega has given him "the
chance to organize different events
Presenting the VVVN's latest endeavor to
branch out in the community:
Inter School Rural Plunge
Venue Austin Manor (New Pittsburgh, OH), about 1 1
miles from Wooster.
Dates Friday, Feb.21-- 5 p.m. to Saturday, Feb. 22
(5 p.m.).
Cost $8 (includes all meals, snacks, transportation
and stay)
Meet volunteers from other colleges in the
region.
Ifyou are interested, contact the WVN
office at x2563
ASHLAND UNIVERSITY'
MARIETTA COLLEGE
OTTERBELN COLLEGE
I . -
i v.
J
photo by Sarah Krnse
Delts Jim Morse 97 and Rich Anderson '00 have fun being Greek
and develop leadership."
Eliza Gerlach '98. also a Zeta.
believes that "Greek organizations
are very empowering especially
for women." It is these opportuni-
ties that often get overlooked when
those who are not involved make
their judgments about Greeks and
Greek life-Clu- bs
and sections bring people
together who might not otherwise
know one another. They are shin-
ing examples of the diversity and
involvement upon which this col-
lege prides itself. Gerlach also
claims that in many instances
"Greeks break down the racial bar-
riers that are very apparent on this
campus." .
It has also given those members a
chance to be a part of a unique and
invaluable part of Wooster's his-
tory. Alpha Gamm president Megan
McCabe '97 says becoming a part
Features
(finally)
A
of her organization has given her
the chance to "take part in tradi-
tions that date back for years."
McCabe also values "the common
bonds with old members we've
never met."
Chris Lee "98 says being a mem-
ber of the Omega section has helped
him "build great bonds with my best
friends." It is these bonds that Greeks
are the quickest to defend when they
face criticism of the system. One
section member said. "It is difficult
for anyone else to understand the
value we place on our group be-
cause they are based on our experi-
ences."
The opportunity to be such an
active part of the college social life
is something most members take
pride in rather than attempt to
downplay. McCabe continued.
"Greeks make up an important part
of the social events on and off cam-
pus." Bumiller added that having
events with other groups is "a great
way to meet more people."
The public service, of clubs and
sections cannot be ignored. This
year they have been responsible for
such events as the Ed Runser Me-
morial Golf Tournament for the
American Cancer Society and the
60 mile pitch for Boy's Village.
Many members are upset by the
criticism received from the rest of
campus especially during the edu-
cation period. A recent letter to the
editor in the Voice amplified these
concerns.
Gerlach doesn't understand the
criticism. "When independents criti-
cize Greeks they divide the cam-
pus." Since clubs and sections have
always respected the lives of non-membe-rs,
scrutiny from those same
people is often frustrating. Hal lenbeck
added. "Why can't they treat us like
we treat them?" While clubs and
sections benefit from the views of
many pro-Gre- ek independents, it is
difficult for members to swallow
negative comments from the same
people who come to their parties.
EMPOWER auction
Money raised for
SOHIL N. PAREKH
Nine Wooster students in black
shirts with "EMPOWER" embla-
zoned on the back were involved in
a different kind of fund-raisi- ng event
this last December. On Dec. 3 in
Lowry Center, they help to hold a
Silent Auction of goods and ser-
vices donated by members of The
College of Wooster community, as
well as businesses and individuals
in the Wayne County area. EM-
POWER donated the money raised
from the day-lon- g auction to the
AIDS-focuse- d group Bishop's Plea.
B.I.S.H.O.P.'s P.L.E.A is an ac-
ronym for Believing In Some Hope
Or Purpose for People Living Ev-
eryday with AIDS. Founded sev-
eral years
Jgi m "This donation from EMPOWER
Bishop, students is great.
who IS Uo nwit in onr1 wtcr t V
H I V
positive, working with more
and than we ever have.Peggy :
Bishop of
Orville.OH. Bishop's Plea promotes
AIDS awareness and supports indi-
viduals who have been diagnosed
HIV positive. The organization at-
tempts to help by referring people to
local agencies for medical testing,
treatment, food, shelter, clothing and
counseling. It also attempts to raise
money for scholarships to educa-
tional and support programs, travel
for couples and families who need
to spend private time together get-
ting their personal affairs in order,
and helping with expenses that other
agencies cannot handle.
Students, faculty and staff were
present at the auction, and over 100
different goods and services were
up for grabs. The goods on sale ran
the gamut; included in the list of
available items was a battered
Wooster football helmet, a painting
by Professor George Olson, cou-
pons for local restaurants and five-pou- nd
bags of sour gummy bears.
Services on sale were many and
included a pledge to type two papers
of ten pages each and a plane ride.
Other special auction items included
a group di nner with President Hales,
spring semester books and care pack-
ages of various shapes and sizes.
Students going up and down the
Lowry stairwell during the lunch
hour that day would have noticed
Head Football Coach Jim Barnes
serving as auctioneer during the
Loud Bid! The Loud Bid lasted for
a half-ho- ur from 12:30--1 p.m., and
Barnes used that time to exercise his
humor and salesmanship to auction
off some of the more popular items.
First to go was a pizza dinner for
four at Cocci a House, to be hosted
by Professor F.W. Cropp of the ge-
ology department. A dinner for six
February 7, 1997
AIDS victims
at the Wooster Inn with President
Hales was the next item. Other items
that went during the Loud Bid were
two tickets to the performance of
"Phantom of the Opera," all required
textbooks for the spring semester for
one student, and a summer cruise
and picnic on Lake Erie on the cruiser
owned by Ric Martinez of admis-
sions. During the Loud Bid, people
also won dinner cooked and hosted
by Professor of history Alphine
Jefferson and Residential Life Di-
rector Dwayne Davis and a choco-
late cheesecake made by Professor
of mathematical sciences Linda
Barbu.
Associate Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton, advisor to EM-
POWER, is happy with the way the
Silent Auc
tion turned
out. Last
The money will year,
EMFOWfR's
Silent Auc-
tionfamilies now raised
$1600 for
Bishop's
Plea. This
year. EMPOWER raised $2000.
"All of us at the College are very
pleased that this money could be
raised to support an endeavor as
worthwhile as Bishop's Plea,"
Buxton said.
Peggy Bishop was grateful for the
donation, saying. "This donation
from EMPOWER students is great.
The money will surely be put to
good use. We're working with more
families now than we ever have."
Buxton wanted to extend her
thanks to all the businesses and indi-
viduals who gave generously to make
the auction a success. "We also want
to thank everyone who made a pur-
chase at the auction," she said. "Their
donations will make a true difference
in the lives of all those individuals
who are afflicted with AIDS and
ostracized from their communities."
For the nine members of EM-
POWER, the Silent Auction is one
of their biggest events of the year.
Other events coordinated by EM-
POWER include the popular "No
Means No" program that is held dur-
ing first-ye-ar student orientation, as
well as several other smaller programs
that are held in residence halls on the
request of Resident Assistants. EM-
POWER, founded in 1 990, is a group
of Peer Educators that works directly
out of the Dean of Students Office.
Selections for new members are
held each year in the spring semes-
ter. Applications are available now
at the Dean of Students' Office in
Galpin Hall and at Lowry Informa-
tion Desk. They are due in the Dean
of Students Office by 4 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 14. For more informa-
tion, call Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Carolyn Buxton at Extension
2545.
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Rereleased memories
The special edition 'Star Wars'
celebrates a generation classic
NAT MISSILDINE
Forget the inconsequential Presi-
dential Inauguration, by far the big-
gest event in January of '97 is the
rerelease of George Lucas' Star
Wars Trilogy. Here's a movie that
didn't even need advertising to cre-
ate an enormous hype around it. As
soon as word got out that the films
were being remastered and entering
theaters again, audiences, particu-
larly the 20 something set who grew
up with the series, pounced like rav-
enous jackals at the tickets.
Is there really anything new I can
say about Star Wars? As this senior
offcially enters the world of"grown-
ups" in a few months, of course it's
a glossy trip down memory lane to
see Luke Sky walker, Han Solo and
Darth Vader on a big screen again.
In "Star Wars," we can see from
whence we came. The baby-boome- rs
before
.us had Lucas rerelease
their our nostalgia and
Wtnkik. reminded againthis next
enraptured us
has
the Star
plays directly to
we are
why Star Wars so
twenty years ago--
Wars trilogy. Lucas' rerelease plays
directly to our nostalgia and we are
reminded again why "Star Wars" so
enraptured us twenty years ago.
Never has imagination been bet-
ter captured on film. George Lucas
is one of the few filmmakers in the
world who seems to have transposed
his creative vision directly from his
head to onto a film reel. And the
reason his world remains so vivid, is
not because he has created such a
vastly different world but because
he has created such a similar one,
that among seven foot tall hairy
beasts, talking robots and Jedi
knights the issues of spirituality,
morality, tyranny and redemption
still bind the characters in same con-
flicts. It is this connection that has
stamped an indelible impression on
our generation.
"Star Wars" entered public con-
sciousness in 1977. But as of last
weekend Star Wars now exists in two
versions and, despite only four min-
utes of new footage, the Special Edi-
tion "Star Wars" is a different movie.
Everyone has heard about all the
new scenes, Jabba shows up look-
ing deflated, new monsters appear
in some scenes and new landscapes
fill the background. With new lev-
els of reality being mirrored on
screen, one can't help being floored.
The computer graphics have sand
creatures running outside the
"scummy" city of Mos Eilese and
the planet of Tatooine gleams with a
new fiery orange. Vader has even
more menacing breathing habits and
there's a giant ring around the ex-
plosion of the Death Star. Naturally,
these enhancements are eye-poppin- g.
Neither the story nor the characters
have been changed. Lucas wanted
these scenes in the original release but
he didn't have the technology. And if
you haven't heard all this by now
you've been spending too much time
on I.S.
But there was something in the
shimmer of the new computerized
images that made me restless in my
seat. The new technology, even if
you haven't seen the original, is
impossible to miss. The slick, clearer
colors of the morphed sand lizards
or the fleshed in sunset that Luke
stares off into mark visual bends in
the otherwise fluid story. It's as
though these advanced graphics are
more a part of the upcoming prequels
than the rereleased Trilogy. The old
Star Wars, although still largely in-
tact, is
getting
chewed
away by
computer
visual
magic.
For this
reason.
the Special Edition belongs most
essentially to the next generation.
Not those in their twenties now try-
ing to sell their vintage Star Wars
figureines for a downpayment on
theirhouse, but to the little kids that
don't even know what a light saber
is. While I profess the untouched
version to be the most meaningful
and the most "real." the kids that
will consume it today view it through
a different lens. This technology
declares their arrival.
Some may say that Lucas has sold
out, that he's spoiled a masterpiece
that should have remained untouched.
But the old masterpiece will always
be there. With this modern update,
Lucas continues to invigorate the
dreams ot children, giving them a
new galaxy far far away.
He has achieved this by changing
with the times. Ultimately the new
Star Wars signals that change. Like
a certain young farmboy who must
leave his home to face the adven-
tures of the outside world, the fans
of "Star Wars" relinquish the fan-
tasy world of their youth to pass it
on to the next crowd of day-dreame- rs
running close behind us. Meld-
ing the old with the new, Lucas
bridges generations. While twenty-year-ol- ds
weep in theirpopcorn over
the passing years, the kids in the
front row enter a world for the first
time and on the visual terms they've
been born into. As we talk of the
way it used to be, inside the imagi-
nations of the younger generation,
sparks are igniting all over again.
Tom Cruise charms the fans
in Crowe's 6Jerry Maguire'
JAMES KOLLER
You either love him or you hate
him. His boyish good looks and
good guy persona make Tom Cruise
the envy of every Hollywood direc-
tor and the target of critics who say
his lack of acting ability plays sec-
ond fiddle to his appearance. Love
or hate, one must admit that Tom
Cruise is a success, with each of his
movies drawing the hordes to the-
atres. And time after time, Cruise
has received rave reviews only to be
shunned for the heralded Best Actor
Award at the Oscars.
Everyone's big brother is at it
once again in "Jerry Maguire," play-
ing a repentant sports agent who
fights the system that he helped cre-
ate. Playing the title role opposite
Dorothy Boyd (Renee Zellweger),
Cruise's character, a powerful guru
in the agency Sports Management
International (SMI), goes from the
epitome of slick success to the fired
hand, losing clients in the blink of a
phone call. The reason? Maguire
sees the light one day when he be-
comes sick of the person he has
become, concerned with "giving the
big bucks," not the love of sport and
camaraderie which got him into the
business.
Maguire writes a "mission state-
ment" in which he tries to bring the
company back to its origin of indi-
vidual concern, not the big bucks.
The statement draws a standing ova-
tion by SMI employees, then the
boot by management. In an era of
greed, corporate profit motives are
still at the center of the agency inter-
est.
Zellweger plays Boyd, an inter-
ested SMI accountant whojoins
Maguire and his sole remaining cli- -
Duda and
6A Recital
NAT MISSILDINE
After jazz drumming in McGaw.
funk at the Underground and Benny
Goodman at Winter Gala, end your
musical weekend with "A Recital of
American Song." Baritone Theodor
Duda and pianist Pamela Yarnell
will give a performance of various-America- n
composers on Sunday,
Feb. 9, at 4 p.m. in Scheide Music
Center's Gault Recital Hall.
The selection of works draws from
several different American compos-
ers including "O'er the Hills and
Far Away .""The Trav'ler Benighted
and Lost" and "Rondo: My Gen'rous
Heart Disdains" by Francis
Hopki nson; "Gentle Annie," "Some
Folks," "Gwine to Run All Night, or
theCamptown Races" and "Ah! May
Hunks with hearts: Tom Cruise and Cuba Gooding Jr. chew up Che
screen in the latest Cruise vehicle disguised as a romantic comedy
ent, Arizona Cardinal wide-receiv- er
Rod TidwelKCuba Gooding Jr.). In
the course of close interaction, the
two predictably get married. Boyd
is a divorced mother of one and
Maguire is rebounding from a bro-
ken off engagement with the fiery
Avery Bishop (Kelly Preston), and
together they fall quickly for one
another. Unpredictably, Maguire
did not fall in love, causing a rift that
leads to a separation. Their on-again-off-a- gain
romance does not
become the central focus of
"Maguire." Luckily, Director
Cameron Crowe saw the Cheese
Alert and allowed the romance to be
a backdrop that is brought up only to
enhance the reality of the movie, not
serve as the plotline. Zellweger, in her
first major motion picture comes off
as a little timid, too unwilling tochange
herhusband. She instead is in awe of
him for too much of the movie.
Good ling excels in his role as the
flamboyant jock Tidwell who ap
Yarnell perform
ofAmerican Music'
the Red Rose Live Away!" by
Stephen Foster; "Poems of Walt
Whitman" by Ned Rorem; "To Un-
derstand the Simple" and "Almost
Love Songs" by Duda; and
"Gitanjali" by John Alden Carpen-
ter.
Duda and Yarnell have presented
"A Recital of American Music" re-
cently at Anderson University in Indi-
ana and the University of Dayton.
Duda has been, a member of
Wooster's faculty since 1990 and
serves as the assistant professor of
music. He has held teaching posi-
tions at the University of Mary, Illi-
nois Wesleyan. University and
Washburn University of Topeka.
Duda is a graduate of Baldwin-Wallac- e
College Conservatory of
Music. He received his master's
parently only cares for money, test-
ing Maguire's new-foun- d moral
philosophy. While Maguire tries to
show Tidwell how to play with his
heart on the field. Tidwell shows
Maguire how important it is to listen
to one's heart off the field. Tidwell
may appear all brash and flash ex-
ternally, he is a true family man at
heart. Tidwell and his wife Marcee
(Regina King) show the spontane-
ous flair for love that Maguire and
Boyd lack. The dual personality of
a nurturing husband and "show me
the money" is made believable by
Tidwell's drive behind his quest for
dough, giving Marcee everything
she deserves. Initially. Tidwell
epitomizes everything the sports
purist loathes in modern sports,
however when his personal life is
evaluated, one cannot help but to
cheer for him as he fights for respect
please see MAGUIRE HITS IT
BIG. page 13
degree from Michigan State Uni-
versity and his doctorate from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaig- n.
Duda's research interest is 20th
century American Song. This past
April, he presented the keynote lec-
ture, "What Sweeter Music: An In-
troduction to the Songs of Gordon
Binkerd" at a week-lon- g celebra-
tion of the American composer's
80th birthday held at Brown Uni-
versity. Duda and Yarnell performed
many ofBinkerd's songs at the event.
Duda is a published composer
who has written more than 50 songs
for voice and piano, 30choral pieces, .
five cantatas and several piano and
please see RECITAL, page 12
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Guest drummer performs with Ensemble
MAX WILSON
This Friday at 8:15 p.m.al
McGaw. Wooster's Jazz Ensemble
will perform a medley ofselections,
highlighting artists from Jazz's past
and present. Led by Wooster's asso-
ciate professor of music, Jeff
Lindberg. the ensemble will fea-
ture guest drummer Paul Wertico.
Lindberg and Wertico have known
each other since the late 70' s, as both
hail from Chicago. Lindberg consid-
ers Wertico one of the most versatile
drummers he knows, an opinion the
writers of Drums Magazine agreed
w ith, w hen they named Wertico the
Best Fusion Drummer of 1996.
Wertico. has performed on five of
their Grammy winning albums, and
has played with several contempo-
rary Jazz greets like Paul Winter,
Evan Parker, and Herbie Mann. He
also has his own solo disk. The Yin
and Yout, and has been featured on
the cover of the magazine "Modern
Drummer. He leads his own group,
Earwax Control, while doing studio
work and producing.
Lindberg said the Jazz ensemble
will play several avante gard pieces,
as well as a few traditional selec-
tions. One popular selection will be
'The Most Powerful Force in the Uriiverse' smgs
To the delight ofmillions. Hulk Hogan records an album thatproves his artistic genius
DAVE COOPER
Every once in a great while, a
musical artist comes along whose
impact is so profound that you can
almost feel the pulse of his sound
in the air. Their lyrics seem to ring
true with our innermost feelings
expressing perfectly the love we
can never express, or comforting
us through our deepest sorrows.
Certain artists just seem to under-
stand, to connect with the audi-
ence because they have a clarity,
an honesty, a truth about them that
flows beautifully through their
music.
This may come as a shock, but
professional wrestler Hulk Hogan is
no such musical artist. He isn't even
close. But what's really funny is
that he seems to think he is. Hulk
Hogan. much like Vanilla Ice be-
fore him, has released an album
with serious intentions, but has
ended up creating something so
utterly ridiculous that its artistic
merits will be enjoyed for years.
In the summer of 1995. Hulk
Hogan and The Wrestling Boot Band
released their debut album "Hulk
Rules' to a wildly unreceptive au-
dience. (Perhaps the millions who
had purchased Mr. Ice's work four
years before were a bit more cau-
tious this time around.) But. those
who did purchase "Hulk Rules. if
approaching the issue with the right
'I u "ITT Q--v U
Named the Best Fusion Drummer of '96, Wertico and Ensemble will play a variety of pieces tonight.
"A portrait of Louis Armstrong", by Michael Hahn '99 will also have an Tickets for the concert can be pur-Du- ke
Ellington, played by major alto solo during the selection "If I chased for only $1 at the Lowry front
Kevin James 97 on the trumpeL Could." desk through Friday or at the door.
attitude, were in for an unintentional
comedic delight.
The beginning of the liner notes
provided me with my first clue as to
the legitimacy of what I was dealing
with. The first sentence (I swear
I'm not making this up) says, "Mil-
lions of adults and children in the
United States and around the world
know that Hulk Hogan is the most
powerful force in --the universe."
Hmm. Bring it on God! Just waif f
"til I wrap my 24-in- ch pythons
around your scrawny, slimy necki .
Another intensely delusional
statement occurred two paragraphs
down, proclaiming hat the alburq,
"brings a new dimension to the
Hulkamania phenomenon as the
huge pythons wrap themselves
around the wof Id of music and bring"
it under Hulk's control." Sp, let's
talk a little about this album which
will result in the Hulkster's even-
tual world domination.
First of all, SIX of the ten songs
on the album have the word Hulk in
the title somewhere. (A-h- a! Bril-
liant strategy to subtly implant your
name into the minds of the masses!
Kinda like subliminal advertising.)
AH through the album. Hulk Iran- -'
scend musical boundaries, ruining
such perfectly good categories as
rap. hard rock and even ballads.
The first notable song is "I Want
To Be A Hulkamaniac." an inspira-
tional attempt at rap. Hulk hilari
ously avoids the rhythm of the drum
machine like the plague, yet the
lyrics are definitely the song's most
outstanding feature. He advises the
listener, "Can you feel the music?
Can you feel the beat?You don't
need drugs to move your feetWhen
the dealer tries to push on youJust
tell him what you're gonna do.. 71
want to be a HulkamaniacHavef un
with my family and friends..." Wow
So that's all you have to do to avoid
drugs! He also offers helpful, prac- -.
tical advice about how to be cool,
"If you wanna be real, real cool
Don't be stupid and play the fool."
That's what I've been doing wrong
all this time...I've got to somehow
stop playing the fool!
If"I Want To Be A Hulkamaniac"
wasn't enough, "Beach Patrol" pro-
vides a second look at Hogan's in-
ability to rap this time with a spe-
cial emphasis on misinterpreting
.
trendy rap lingo. He boasts,
"Whoops, there it isVCheck it out
Check it inYou'll be six feet deep if
you touch my girlfriend!"
But Hogan's brilliance is perhaps
best displayed in a sappy ballad en-
titled "Hulkster In Heaven." The
lyrics, written by Hogan himself..'
tell of a dying Hulkamaniac whose'
only wish is to be with Hulk Hogan.
In a "Tears In Heaven" kind ofway.
Hulk gently sings to the boy he can
no longer be with. "I used to tear my
shirtBut now you've torn my heart
I knew you were a Hulkamaniac
right from the very start...7The
world just lost another Hulkamaniac
You were my friendI'll see you
againWhen the Hulkster comes to
heavenWe'll tag up again." Who
but the most powerful force in the
universe could so successfully and
beautifully bridge the two worlds of
heaven and earth? None but our
Lord, Hulk Hogan.
Saturday:
Winter Gala: "A Tribute to Benny Goodman," American
Swing Orchestra, at the LC Ballroom. At 9pm- - 1 a.m. The best part no
cost & lots of desserts.
. Sunday:
Classic Film: "Eat Drink
7;30 p.m., Hey It's FREE.
Monday:
Art Exhibit Off Campus
Through Feb- -, 23
Tuesday:
Video: "Cocoon, at The
What Its Free. Wow what A week.
continued from page 1 1
chamber music compositions. His
"Cantata No. 2: Faust Soliloquy"
for baritone and orchestra received
the Joseph H. Beams Prize by Colum-
bia University in 1975. Duda had also
released a CD on the Arkay label
entitled "With Pipes and Voices."
Yamell is an adjunct professor of
music and staff accompanist at
Wooster. She is the Wposter Sym-
phony Orchestra's pianist and the ac-
companist for the John Miller Inter-
national Bassoon Symposium, which
is held annuallly at the College. She
has also worked as the accompanist
for master classes by Miller, Aaron
Copeland, Barry Tucker, Mischa
Mischakoff and Peter Lloyd.
Yamell has both accompanied
andor directed the choral unions
of Wooster and Wayne Stale Un-
iversity, the Bach Chorale at
Wittenberg University, the Miami
(Ohio) Presbytery Choir, the
Michigan Opera Company and the
Wayne Center for the Arts
Children's Chorus.
The concert on Sunday is free and
open to the public.
In a very Michael Jackson sense,
the fact that this album is so bad
henceforth makes it good! In his
song "Hulkster's Back," Hogan ad-
vises the listener to, "Check out this
new vein in my tricep." I'm not sure
exactly how this could be achieved,
but somehow, it perfectly sums up
the album a horrible misunder-
standing which translates into lots
o' laughs for the listener.
Man Woman", at Mateer Aud. At
Returnee Photo Show, LC Art Wall.
Underground, at 8 p.m.. Guess
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Social Distortion
keeping punk alive
White Heat, White Light, White
Trash by "coolest hand on planet
ALLE PARKER
Social Distortion is one of those
bands that tries to carry a chip on its
collective shoulder, but never quite
carries it off. They call themselves
the "coolest band on the planet." but
you are always left wondering if
they are really posturing or if they
are simply poking fun at themselves.
Certainly, their music is slick and
represents some of the best stuff to
survive the post-pun- k holocaust. I
mean bands like Tiie Replacements,
Hiisker Dii. and The Descendants
are long since passed while Social
Distortion keeps pumping out
records like some kind of over-frenzie- d
dope Fiend.
Since 1988, seven Social Dis-
tortion records have either been
released or rereleased, and the band
has buried the alternative music
market in a virtual avalanche of
tuzzy guitars, angst, ana tncicy
hooks. Yes, the band is good, but
how long can theykeep up thisy,
onslaught of releases. Their latest
offering, "White Light, White
Heat, White Trash," seems to sug-
gest that the end is nowhere in
sight
"White Light, White Heat, White
Trash" is ripe with the sound that
fans have come to expect from So-
cial Distortion. The guitars are lay-
ered and sonically exciting, alter-
nating between straight-ahea- d, driv-
ing riffs, super-heav-y powerchords,
and the fuzzy hooks which have
become the band's trademark. Sur-
prisingly, however, the band is able --
to work a few surprises into its tried
and true formula and these surprises
yy
are what make "White Light, White
Heat, White Trash" such an enjoy-
able listen.
One such delight is the album's
last track. "Down Here (With The
Rest Of Us)." This cut represents
about as close to a ballad as these
guys get. A monotonous rhythm
track is brought to life by fancy
guitar sparks and the droning of
Mike Ness' lead vocals. Truly, Ness'
whining is in top form, as he simul-
taneously oozesdiscontent and adds
the needed melody to the track.
"Down On The World Again"
builds an exciting riff out of distor-
tion, feedback, and a combination
surferpunk riff. Fast and exciting,
this tune is able to both crank up the
mosh pit and explore the possibili-
ties of guitar soloing. Once again.
Social Distortion is able to balance
musical mastery with punk credibil-
ity, and the result is a pleasure to
listen to.
The first single, "I Was Wrong,"
uses much the same formula as
"Down On The World Again."
Slower, this tune focuses its inten-
sity on Ness vocals and the results
are impressive.
Indeed, impressive is a word
which aptly describes the whole of
"White Light, White Heat, White
Trash." Through their excellent
musicianship and sense of song.
Social Distortion is able to over-- .
come the perceived limitations of
their genre and create genuinely
enjoyable music. Whether you're a
fan of "alternative," punk, or sonic
music, you'll most likely enjoy So-
cial Distortion's latest. If I were
you. I'd go pick it up.
TTFlPEACE CORPS j
THE TOUCH ESTOOBYOUTJ. EVER LOVE"
The world needs your experience, .
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.
FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL
1-800-42-
4-8580
WWW.PEACEC0RPS.GOV
V
Jazz legend Benny Goodman gets a musical tribute on
Saturday at the Annual Winter Gala. The American Swing
Orchestra recreates the swing era with such selections as
"Don't Be That Way" and "Jersey Bounce." The leader of
the orchestra, Clem De Rosa who was inducted into the
Jazz Education Hall of Fame in 1990 , will kick off the
evening at 9 p.m. in Lowry Center Ballroom.
Tonight at tho Underground
10 p.m. 1 a.
Hits from:
James Brown
Barry White
Ohio Players --
BT Express
And Many More!
Come dressed in your funk duds
"This party will be superbad!"
.
--James Brown
"After this jam, mama's sure to be ready, baby.
--Barry White
Maguire
hits it big
continued from page I I
on and off the field. We do not even
mind it if Tidwell chastises higher
recognized clients for crying on
the movie incarnate of '"Up Close
with Roy Firestone." What comes
around, goes around. In fact, do
not be surprised if Gooding stars
in a few movies of his own in the
future.
There are several scenes designed
to give Cruise a better run for his
money in the race for the Oscars.
Fortunately, the film does not veer
off into a self-righteou- s, anti-gree- d
statement that puts the intended au-
dience to sleep. Self-aggrandiz- e-
ment may pose a problem for the
impatient movie-goe- r, but when
given achance, the underlying state-
ment is made well. The point is
made indirectly when the friendship
between Maguire and Tidwell ex-
pands to cover both personal and
professional lives. Eventually each
learns from the other by just observ-
ing their differing passions.
Guest appearances are made by
several big name athletes and sports
figures. Dallas Cowboy quarter-
back Troy Aikman even gets in a
spoken line, albeit the traditional
monosyllabic jock line that one
might expect. Other notables to
appear in cameo roles include Drew
Bledsoe. Ki-Ja- na Carter, Katarina
Witt, Al Michaels. Frank Gifford
and Roy Firestone. The actual foot-
ball games are given a back seat
throughout the movie to lend cred-
ibility to the plot and actors, avoid-
ing the "Hoosiers" effect. How-
ever, no movie with a sports theme
can end without "The Big Game."
So what if"The Big Game" happens
to be a regular season game against
the Cowboys?
This movie does tend to follow
down the typical Cruise path, but this
time it veers off into something differ-
ent Sure ifyoudon't like Cruise, you
are not likely to be wowed. But there
is something to be said for a not so
ensemble cast that comes up from
behind to steal the limelight from time
to time. If you underestimate the
-- storyline because of its simplicity,
you will not allow the good perfor-
mances to wow you.
Will Cruise finally win his Os-
car? Will "Jerry Maguire" take
the cake for Best Picture? This
may be Cruise's best chance, en-
hanced by the Best Actor Award
from the Golden Globe Awards,
but doubtfully his last. Mission
Impossible 2 is set for release in
1998 and Cruise has many years
left in him. Even if you do not
want to see another Cruise movie,
you should at least go see "Jerry
Maguire" for the refreshing look at
the life behind the curtain in the
sports industry.
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Indoor track teams have impressive meet
JOE ALLEN
Both the men's and women's in-
door track teams had excellent show-
ings at last Friday's quad meet held
at Oberlin College against Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Oberlin, and John Carroll
University. Both teams finished
second behind the perennially pow-
erful teams from Baldwin-Wallac- e
College. However, the Scots and
Lady Scots continue to improve each
week and are consistently putting
forth solid efforts on their way to
quality finishes.
The most notable performance of
the season thus far was turned in by
Michelle Poole '97 in the 800 meter
run. With a ,time of 2:18.36. Poole
,v qualified provisionally for the
NCAA Division III National Cham-- -
pionship meet held at the University
of Wisconsin-Oshkos- h on March 7-- 8.
With this phenomenal time. Poole
also shattered the prev ious school
record that she set last season by
over two seconds. With it being so
early in the season. Ptxle still has
time to improve her time and bring
down her already impressive record.
Woostcr women also dominated
the 500 meter run. Laurie Cappel
Pretty boys should stop showing off their clothes
. . . and start practicing their athletic skills instead ofshowing off their shopping talent
LUKE LINDBERG
Over the holiday break, I can re-
call strolling into store after store
looking for that perfect gift. I'm
sure I wandered into hundreds,
maybe thousands of stores, search-
ing for something that my dad
wouldn't just open, thank me for
and then use it to collect dust for the
next five years. No. this Christmas
season was going to be different. This
year, my dad wasn't going to be get-
ting slipper socks or an official I
Love My Recliner novelty mug.
This year I was getting down to
business. My gift idea was so simple
it was almost too easy. The man
goes jogging everyday in the same
pair of ratty tennis shoes that he
wore when I was born. I made up
my mind. I decided that the terms of
three presidents was long enough to
jog in one pair of shoes. So my
brother and I set out to Foot Locker.
As we entered the store, we were
marauded by an onrush of Foot
Locker employees, each who wanted
our business and a small commis- -'
sion for themselves, of course. We
looked around, trying to shake off
our referee buddies every now an
then, and found the perfect pair of
shoes for my dad. Now in my short
life. I have never paid over 50 dol-
lars for a pair of shoes and that rule
will remain in effect until I am deep
in the cold, cold ground. Luckily,
the running shoes we found were
99 won the race with a time 1 :26.3
and teammate Niccole Cook 00
was just nudged out by .4 seconds
by a John Carroll runner and ended
up finishing third with a time
1:30.0.
In the 4x200 relay, the Lady Scots
sped to another exciting photo-finis- h
victory with a time of 1:56.77
which beat out the Baldwin-Wallac- e
team by .04 seconds. After a strong
starting effort by
Melissa Eging
'98. Cristina
Randzin 00,
Krystal Mohn
'99. and Cappel
sped to the ex
With a time of2:18.36, Poole qualified
provisionally for the NCAA Division III National
Championship meet held at the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkos- h on March 7-- 8.
citing win.
After a strong performance in the
4x200 relay. Eging edged out John
Carroll's Panigutti by .04 seconds
to w in the 55 meter dash. She also
won the 300 meter dash in 44.87.
With these impressive wins. Eging
has shown consistent leadership in
the team.
The' Lady Scot 4x400 team re-
mained undefeated this season with
a quick time of 4:3 1 .23.
In the 10(X) meter run. Elizabeth
Huffman '00 cruised loan easy win
under my determi ned price limit and
looked more durable than any other
shoe in the store. For a man that had
duct taped the holes on his tennis
shoes, these ought to do well.
So my brother and I walked up to
the register and paid for the shoes.
The Foot Locker employee, disap-
pointed in our small purchase, un-
fortunately took the opportunity to
educate us on the fine art of shoe
shopping. Now my brother and I
had a plan worked out before we
even entered the store. We were
going to play along and act inter- -'
ested and see just how ridiculous
and outrageous this employee could --
be in hisdescription of his worthless
products. First he took us over to the
basketball aisle and began his sales
pitch. First off the assembly line
were a fine pair of new Nikes fash-
ioned after a 19yearold NBA rookie
who couldn't spell Nike let alone
design a sneaker. "Now how much
do these go for? my brother and I
asked, "about 170 dollars" was his
reply.
Well, we were in awe. It was like
time stood still. Was this guy seri-
ous? Who arenhese people that pay
these small fortunes for shoes? Are
they actually dumb enougfPto be-
lieve that it makes them any better at
what they are doing? What is wrong
with this picture?
It seems like everywhere you go,
they are there. Every sport you play,
they seem to think they know what
with a time of 3: 1 3.46 and this bested
her competition by a full 30 sec-
onds.
Wooster had another strong effort
in the field events. On the women's
side, the sophomore duo of Tracey
Wilkes and Deidtra Reid domi-
nated the shot put event. Wilkes
threw for 383.5", a personal best.
Reid placed second with a throw of
377.25"
On the men's side of the field
events. Wooster also had a winning
throw in the shot put. Jody Price
00. in a display of pure power and
technique, threw for 44'0.5" and
bested his nearest competitor by a
foot-and-a-ha- lf. Ryan Dansak 00
also threw well for the Scots and
finished sixth with a throw of
4011.5".
Wooster had anolherstrong show-
ing from its pole vault crew. Co-capta- in
Chad Atwell '97 lead the
they're doing. Who am I referring
to? Some of us like to call them
pretty boys. Why? Well, because
they spend a lot of time getting
dressed up arid looking real nice but
they don't bother to practice of play
very hard. These are the guys that
have more pairs of shoes than I have
teeth and more NBA team jerseys
than the actual NBA teams. So what
does all this expensive apparel do for
these guys? Answer.-Absoulutel- y
nothing! Ildoesn'timprove their game
and it doesn't make them any better,
although the shoe ads like you to
think they do. These uniforms and
shoes merely provide cover under
which terrible athletes can hide.
Have we really come this far?
Are we actually standing at the edge
of this superficial catacomb that we
adore professional athletes so much
that we have to look like them?This
idolizing and merchandising has
come altogether too far. Contrary to
the poplar belief, image is not ev-
erything. So what I propose is
simple. Take off the NBA team jer-
seys and throw on the old beat up tee
shirt that your dad used to wear and
start practicing. Because what too
few people realize today is that look-
ing pretty doesn't make you play
any better. Loweryour clothing stan-
dards.
In closing, as our intramural bas-
ketball game wore on Tuesday and
the score became more and more
defined, it was obvious who had the
Scot effort with a vault of 14" and
this earned him a second place show-
ing. Atwell had plenty of competi-
tion from his own teammates. Tim
Sir Louis 00 placed fourth with a
vault of 13'. Jeff Kinat '97 placed
fifth with his 12'6" vault and Jeff
Pattison99 placed sixth with an 11'
vault.
Sir Louis also performed well in
the long jump event. In a closely
.
. contested series of
jumps. Sir Louis
placed fourth with a
jump of 192.5". a
scant three inches be-hi- nd
ihe winning
jump. Showing his
versatility. Sir Louis
also placed third in the 55 meter
dash with a time of 7.04.
In the track events. Wooster en-
joyed success from a variety of ath-
letes. John Carroll's 4x200 team
narrowly defeated the Scot team
with a time of 1:36.38. a short .45
seconds ahead of the Scots.
In the other sprinting events.
Wooster ran exceptionally well.
Damian Dollard '98 won the 300
meter dash with a time of 37.44.
Teammate Anthony Wheeler "98
upper hand. These bunch of jerks
wearing old, grimy plain white tee
shirts were nailing the coffin on the
well dressed fashion queens. And
as I grabbed the ball and nailed a
three midway through the second
half, I looked down at my Foreigner
concert tee shirt from about 5 years
ago and just laughed. So to all you
real Americans with your laid back
intramural teams, don't worry. If
you see a bunch of guys on the
opposing team looking like an ac-
tual NBAIranchise ... chances are
they're not very good at all.
Lakeside Laundromat welcomes College Students!
Come and enjoy a quiet and clean atmosphere study or
play some video games while you do your laundry.
OQ 00
Mon.-Sa- L 9 a.m.- - 9 p.m
If CALL FOR
Q DIRECTIONS! rj
345-975- 4 If
Sun. 11 a.m.-- 9 p.m.
at Oberlin
placed third with a 38.1 1 time. Scott.
Walker '98, who usually runs the
400, surprised many with his win in
the 800. His impressive time of
2:08.3d was the fastest Scot finish
in this event for the season.
Wooster enjoyed most of its
track success in the middle dis-
tance events. Scott Greenaway
00 placed third in the 1 500 meter
run with a time of 4:21.95.
Brendan McCabe '99 sped to a 6
second margin of victory in the
1000 meter run. Andrew Dawson
had another dazzling performance
in the 3000 meter run with a time
of 9:35.08. With a strong finish,
teammate Robert Buckley '00
placed second with a time of
9:48.38. narrowly edging out his
competitor by .03 seconds.
In this meet, both teams ran very
well and both placed second behind
the Baldwin-Wallac- e teams. The
Lady Scots finished with 44.5 points
and the Scots finished with 48 points.
With the ever-improvi- ng perfor-
mances on both teams, this weekend's
meet at Kenyon should be quite ex-
citing. If they continue to run well,
both teams will be challenging the
top teams at the conference meet.
By the way, my dad has since
taken our Christmas present and hid
them under his bed. Every morning
the man runs five miles looking like
someone whojust got mugged in his
dirty "Great Pumpkin Run" tee shirt
and his old decrepit tennis shoes.
But as he seems to believe, there's
still life in these legs, but to tell you
the truth I think it's the 1983 Etonics
that make him the jogging genius
that he is. And to tell you the truth,
my 50 year old father will outrun
any Starter clad moron that gets in
his way.
We offer 30" and 40
r - o
as well as single load
washers for only
$1.00 wash.
Drop-of- f service
also available
Located at Melrose
Trailer Court
Lot 148
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Men's basketball battles NCAC rivals and the clock
JOE ALLEN
Tick ... tick ... tick ... The Fight-
ing Scot basketball team learned
how the clock can play an important
role in big games. After demolish-
ing the Yeoman of Oberlin on Fri-
day night, the Big Red of Denison
handed Wooster a heartbreaking
overtime loss last Saturday night
which dropped Wooster to third
place in the conference. On Wednes-
day, the Scots required another over-
time period to beat Case Western
Reserve 81-7- 8.
After cruising to a 83-6- 5 win
against Oberlin on Dec. 5, the Scots
were most likely looking ahead to
Saturday's game against Denison.
The proverbial coaching cliche of
taking "one game at a time" was
surely emphasized by Wooster's
head coach Steve Moore, but it ap-
parently did not sink into the heads
of his players during the first half of
their game last Friday night. The
Scots started out very slowly and
traded baskets with the Yeoman for
most of the first half. The tempo
was relatively slow with plenty of
passing. This ball control offense
helped Wooster maintain a slim lead
throughout the half and they entered
the locker room with a 34-2- 8 lead.
Wooster must have had some in- -
Classifieds
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn
how students can And high
paying jobs while
experiencing Alaska's
adventure! For
information: 800-276-06- 54,
ext. A55621 (We are
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company.)
$200-$50-0 WEEKLY
Mailing phone cards. No
experiencenecessary. For
more information send a
self-address-
ed stamped
envelope to: Global
Communication, P.O. Box
5679, Hollywood, FL
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CRUISE SHIP
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.Want to Travel the World
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ext. C55621 (We are
a research & publishing
company.)
credible motivational speeches and
game plan adjustments during the
break because Wooster exploded in
the second half. They started with
an 8-- 0 run on their way, to scoring 5 1
second-ha- lf points. After this initial
run, Wooster kept up their offense
attack and were up by 20 after the
first five minutes of the half. At one
point during the half, Wooster ex-
ploded for 14 points in a scant 1:10.
Wooster demonstrated the depth of
its bench as they gave the starters
some rest and maintained the 20
point lead for the duration of the
second half.
Chris Gardner '99 came off the
bench and scored 1 3 points. Gardner
showed off his precision long-rang- e
shooting by nailing 3-o- f-4 trifectas
to lead the Scots in scoring. Thir-
teen was Wooster's offensive lucky
number with three players each con-
tributing 13 points. Gardner hit for
13 as did Ryan Gorman '99 and
Brian Watkins '00. Greg Morris '97
had 13 rebounds to improve his
NCAC-leadin-g rebounding average.
Overall, Wooster played very
well, particularly in the second half.
The win raised their season record
to 1 5--3 and elevated their confer-
ence record to 8-- 2. The hapless
Yeoman fell to 2-- 15 overall and 1-- 10
in the NCAC.
HELP WANTED
MenWomen earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boardselectronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-6- 80-7891, ext
C200
SPRING BREAK
CRUISES
Mexico 5 day $409
Caribbean 7 day $599
Taxes, and airfare or coach
service not included.
Call: 1-800-9- 55-2905
Travel Bug Adventures
SEEKING
FINANCIAL AID?
Don't limit your
possibilities for financial
aid! Student Financial
Services profiles over
200,000 individual awards
from private & public
sectors. Call 1-800-2- 63-6495,
ext. F55621
(We are a research &
publishing company.)
With Wooster's relatively easy
road win against Oberlin and
Denison's win against Kenyon last
Friday night, the table was set for a
crucial conference match-u- p last
Saturday night. Both teams came
into the game with eyes on outright
possession of second place in the
NCAC. The home crowd was ec-
static with anticipation and the cheer-
leaders and pep band no doubt in-
creased the crowd's intensity.
' The Scots started out slowly for
the second straight game. This is
very uncharacteristic for the Scots,
who usually explode in the opening
five minutes. After Gorman scored
the opening basket for Wooster, the
Big Red took over for the rest of the
half. In a very physical, defensive
game, Denison prevailed in the battle
underneath. Denison's defense held
Wooster to a disappointing 7-- 29
(24. 1 percent) field goal percentage
in the first half. Denison used a
three-quart- er court man-to-m- an
press which visibly frustrated the
Scots. This swarming defense en-
abled Denison to lead at the half.
Rich Hochstetler 99 sank a buzzer-beatin-g
three-point- er from the left
wing to close the Denison lead to
five entering the locker room. In
retrospect, Hochstetler's buzzer-beat-er
was an eerie omen of things
.
to come in the game.
Wooster returned to its character-
istic style and exploded in the open-
ing 5:00 minutes of the second half
going on a 9-- 2 run. The two teams
exchanged baskets for the next three
and a half minutes and then the Tide
turned against Wooster at the 1 1 :20
mark at which time, the Scots had a
41-3- 4 lead.
The red hot Wooster offense sud-
denly went ice cold and allowed
Denison to get back into the game.
Denison went on a 16-- 6 run during
the next 1 0 minutes and took a three
point lead with 3:39 left. During
this cold streak, Wooster only scored
ill
A-- League
Bontrager3-- 0
RE. Staff 3-- 0 !
"
on three out of their 1 6 possessions
and fhis gave Denison their much
needed window of opportunity.
In the final two minutes,
Hochstetler hit two key three-pointe- rs
to bring the Scots within two. .
Morris kept the game tied with a
phenomenal block on Denison's star
center Carey Chroust who had
plagued Wooster all night.
With the score tied, the game went
into a 5:00 minute overtime period.'
Wooster and Denison exchanged
baskets throughout the period and
Wooster possessed the lead with : 1 5
to go. These 15 seconds were the
longest ticks of the season for
Wooster and their fans. Denison
used a long pass and imbounded the
ball to As the Wooster crowd drew
silent, Chroust took a turn-arou- nd
jumper which bounced once . . . twice
... three times before finally rim-
ming out. As the crowd sighed in
relief, Denison's Jason Rusnak
snuck into the paint and tipped home
the rebound at the buzzer to give
Denison the 63-6- 2 win.
After the shocking nature of this
loss, Wooster had to regroup and re fo-
cus as it traveled to Case Western
Reserve on Wednesday. With some
individual offensive explosions, the
game was certainly exciting.
Case maintained a small lead for
the first ten minutes of the first half.
Wooster had trouble containing
Case's guard, Jamison Flout who
got things rolling on his way to a 29
point effort. Wooster countered with
a three-poi- nt attack from Ro
Fernandez '97 and Hochstetler, who
scored four three-pointe- rs in the first
half alone, and Gorman's power
moves in the paint which produced
a season-hig- h 30 points.
Around the 10:00 mark, Wooster
surpassed the Spartans and were up
by eight at half-tim- e. Unfortunately,
Wooster didn't have their normal
explosion out of the locker room to
start the second half.
-- me scm
B- - League West
Omegas 2r0
.
.
Outlaws 2--0 . -
Krappers 2--0 ,
B-Lea- gue East
Beta B 3-- 0
Case went on a 10-- 2 run to start
the second half to tie the game at the
13:11 mark. Moore look a time-o- ut
and this resulted in a six point
Wooster run. The two teams ex-
changed baskets for the next 10 min-
utes with each team threatening to
go on a run. Thus, with 4:29 left to
go, the two teams were tied once
again and an exciting finish was in
the works.
With 1 .00 to play, Wooster was .
up by four. Case's Bryan Maloney
hit a baseline jumper with 39 sec-
onds to play, and after a Wooster
foul on Fernandez, CWRU's Jim
Fox went to the line for two free-throw- s.
Fox overcame the pressure
and sank them both to send the game
intoOT.
In the overtime period, Woostec-- .
made some clutch shots and free-thro- ws
on its way to the win. They
handled the pressure with poise and
composure and this enabled them to
overcome the tough team from Case.
With the win, Wooster improved
their conference record to 9-- 3 and
1 6-- 4 for the season.
Looking ahead to the upcoming
week, Wooster is going on the road
to face their perennial arch-nemes- is
Wittenberg. To win this game, they
need outstanding performances from
the entire team, particularly from
Gorman, their leading scorer, Mor-
ris, the NCAC's leading rebounder,
and Hochstetler and Fernandez, the
dynamic three-poi- nt duo. In their
earlier game against Wittenberg,
Wooster didn't match up well under
the basket, so perhaps Moore will
adjust the Scots' game plan to bring
home a crucial win. Essentially, the
game will come down to quality
offensive execution against the te-
nacious Wittendberg defense.
A win at Wittenberg will pro-
duce a tie with Denison atop the
NCAC and Wooster would still be
in excellent posi tion for the regular-seaso- n
title.
C-Lea- gue
Hoop League 3-- 0
Thugs 2-- 0 .J- -
.
" '
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In acaregrjiigh 13-po- int explosion. Christy Judd '00 drives past an Oberlin defender last Friday.
Wooster short-circui- ts Streaks
Seniors swimmers recognized in year's final dual meet
MONICA BRYM
KRISTIN RIKER
The College of Wooster's swim
team's 17 seniors bade a fond fare-
well to their final dual meet season
yesterday with a decisive victory
against Ohio Athletic Conference
champions. John Carroll. The John
Carroll Blue Streaks are only too
happy to see them go. The final
score for the men was Wooster 1 39,
John Carroll 97. For the women the
final score was Wooster 132, John
Carroll 105.
Wooster decided to dedicate the
meet to the senior members who
comprise a substantial portion of
the squad. In doing so, the seniors
were given the opportunity to se-
lect events to swim; resulting in
some interesting races as some se- - .
niors opted for non-tradition- al
events.
"It is impressive to have a group
of quality people who have played
such an integral part to our success
not only as great swimmers, but as
leaders and motivators," said
Wooster head coach Keith Beckett.
"They have continued to build upon
our strong Wooster tradition.
The graduating class consists of
Men's Basketball
SaL- - Wittenberg (A) 3 p.m.
Wed.- - Allegheny (H)
7:30 p.m.
distance freestylers Kris Marr and
Kristin Riker, sprint freestylers An-
drew Wunderley, Robin Oswald;
breastrokers Philippe Kozub, Gra-
ham Westerberg, and Kip Kelly;
backstrokers Esteban Thur de
Koos, Carolyn Knox, Karen
Buchmueller, and Chrissy Getrich;
butterfliers Carrie Sergi, Wendy
Demarest: and divers Toni Panigutti,
Eric Haschke, Julie Snoddy and
Kerry Riley.
Several seniors claimed a Final
dual meet victory in an individual
event at Wooster. Included are
Carolyn Knox in the 200 backstroke
(2:20.92), Julie Snoddy on the 1-m- eter
board (22S.8). Andrew
Wunderley in the 200 freestyle
(1:51 .30), Eric Haschke on both the
I - and 3- - meter boards (263.05 and
239.75, respectively) and Philippe
Kozub in the 200 breastroke
(2:27.59).
Following Haschke's first place
cn both boards, Tony Panigutti 97
claimed second in the diving events
with scores of 233.8 on the 1 -- meter
and 226.95 on the 3-me- ter.
Beginning the meet with two ex-
citing victories in the 400 medley
relay were the Scot's team of Vince
Dalchuk '98, Matt Clapham '98.
m
' .i. 2
Dan Parker '98 and Ben Chalot 98
(3:47.26) and Karen Buchmueller
'97, Robin Oswald '97 and Carrie
Sergi '97 and Ellen Hunter '99 for
the Lady Scots (4: 1 8.44).
Continuing the strong perfor-
mances for the Lady Scots was Jenny
Diehl 99 with a 1 1 :28.85 for a win
in the 1000 freestyle. Taking first,
second and third in the 200 freestyle
were Stephanie MacMillan '99
(2:00.35). Carolyn Firchak '00
(2:04.34) and Jacquie Gray '00
(2:05.81). Following in suit for the
200 butterfly were Firchak (2: 1 5.72),
Sergi (2:20.52) and Heather Van
Almen '99 (2:28.64).
For the Scots, Chalot, usually a
sprint freestyler, took first in the
200 individual medley (2:05.97).
His teammates Parker and Steve
Bayuk 00 took first and second in
the 100 freestyle. Rob Harrington
'99 and Josh Selsby 99 were joined
by Kozub for another first, second
and third place finish in the 200
butterfly.
"This meet was both another com-
petitive opportunity and a final
evaluative opportunity heading into
the championship season," said
Beckett. "We are looking forward
to exciting swims to come.
Cruisin' along ...
Lady Scots go 3-- 0 in busy week,
hit the road for a few games
LUKE LINDBERG
After losing three straight NCAC
conference games in the past two
weeks, the Lady Scot basketball
team was looking forward to getting
back into the NCAC title hunt.
Games against Oberlin and Dcnison
offered the Lady Scots this chance,
as these two squads were the last
two teams in the conference going
into this week. Later in the week,
however, the Lady Scots faced off
against Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity in a rematch of one of the
most exciting Lady Scot's basket-
ball games in recent memory. It
definitely promised to be an excit-
ing week.
First up for the Lady Scots was a
home game against hapless Oberlin,
who was yet to win a conference
match-u- p and posts a less than fan-
tastic overall record of 2-- 1 6. After
besting Oberlin on the road earlier
in the season, the Lady Scots were
looking to return to the same form
that brought them that win earlier in
December. Oberlin's visit to
Wooster resulted in a 64-5- 8 Lady
Scot win. But despite their unim-
pressive overall record, Oberlin gave
the Lady Scots a run for their money
in the first half. In fact, the
Yeowomen owned a 32-2- 7 lead at
the half. The hotly contested first
half opened with Oberlin's Ikeya
Hillman drilling a three pointer from
the left baseline. This three pointer
showed not only that the Yeowomen
were not going to lay down quietly
but that the Lady Scots were going
to have to play some tough defense
in order to prevail. The first half
progressed with Oberlin maintain-
ing a small lead throughout. With
6:03 remaining in the half, Oberlin
held a slight 19-1- 8 advantage.
Oberlin pulled away with a small
run at the end of the half and held a
28-2- 2 advantage before Aleashia
Washington '00 threw in a bucket
with 1:06 remaining in the half.
However, Oberlin held a five point
advantage at the close of the first
half.
Oberlin opened the second half
scoring with a right side jumper, but
from that moment on the Scot de-
fense began to take over. By the
13:13 mark, an Angie Ellis '99 right
The upcoming week in Sports:
Indoor Track Men's Club Volleyball
Fri. Kenyon (A)-- 6 p.m. Sat.-- ONU Tournament (A)
side jumper tied the score at 40
apiece. Katie Montague '99 gave
the Lady Scots their first lead of the
game with a driving left side shot
soon afterwards. The Lady Scots
began to pull away after that point
and eventually pulled out with a 64-5- 8
victory. Montague led the Lady
Scots with 1 9 points and Katie Hank
'00 scored 14 to aid in the victory.
Denison provided the Lady Scots
with their next challenge of the week
as Wooster visited the Big Red Wave
in Granville last Saturday night. The
result was a destructive 67-4- 1 vic-
tory that resoundly sent the Lady
Scots record back up to the .500
mark at 9-- 9. This also pushed the
Lady Scots NCAC record to 6-- 5.
A victory over Case Western Re-
serve on Wednesday night would
give the Lady Scots a 7-- 5 confer-
ence mark and sole possession of
fourth place in the NCAC. This was
clearly a big game for the Lady
Scots.
Case rolled into Wooster on
Wednesday night and played a solid
first half, opening up the second
half with a ten point lead. With
18:13 remaining in the half, the Lady
Spartans held a 49-3- 9 advantage.
But slowly the Lady Scots began to
chip away at that lead. The margin
slowly disintegrated to a two point
deficit with 1:13 remaining in the
game. But Montague foul shooting
and strong defense down the stretch
sealed the victory for the Lady Scots.
With just seconds remaining the
Lady Scots holding on to a 66-6- 4
lead, Angie Ellis '99 came up with a
big steal to seal the victory. As Sue
Roberts '00 jubilantly galloped
down the court to congratulate Ellis,
the Lady Scots realized that they
had grabbed sole possession of
fourth place in the NCAC.
This week, the Lady Scots get the
honor of traveling to Springfield to
play the second place Wittenberg
Lady Tigers, who lost a close match
to undefeated Kenyon 66-6-1 on
Wednesday night. On Feb. 12, the
Lady Scots will travel to Allegheny
to face a Gator squad that will be
looking for revenge after losing to
the Lady Scots in Wooster earlier
this year. GOOD LUCK!
stats courtesy of News Services
Women's Basketball
Sat.-- Wittenberg (A)-7:3- 0
p.m.
Weds.- - Allegheny (A)-7:3- 0
p.m.
